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federal army were retreating toward
IN MORMON TABERNACLE
j MEET
District Attorney Wacbborst
has
Guaymas were misleading, Governor
Salt
Lake
City, U., June 25. The
had pending in the justice courts
DEAD
E
esquirea of Sonora, telegraphed
local committee in charge of arrange'
i,
charges against both Diggs and
shortly before noon today that the
ments for the annual convention of
and
has
delayed
submitting
Huerta commander had attempted to
the Nationa'i Educational association
the matter to the grand jury to await
Afi
j break
A
YORT IY
through the reaef cordon and
here next month is in daily receipt
the result of federal action. Both
regain his base, but had been re-of advices indicating that the attend
men are out of the city, it is underwith
loss.
added
He
pulsed
ance will establish a new high figure
great
stood. They are at l'berty on MO.000
that the federal situation was such
in the record of the association's
bonds
each on the white slave
that the surrender of Ojeda might be
meetings. The convention will be
charges.
expected at any time.
held the week of July 7. The gen
wbo said mat represent- - HUESTED ELEVATOR IN BUFFALO eral sessions will take place in the
LEADER OF MEXICAN REBELLION
WILSON DOES NOT CRITICISE MMcNab Resigns.
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS DISTURBED
uuvt'B ci several weauny uuaymas
Mormon tabernacle, famous for havASKS VILLA, NOT TO ASDESTROYED
San
WHEN
DUST
Calif., June 25.
CREYNOLDS'
Francisco,
ACTION
IN
THE
families who had come out to Con
BY SUGGESTED CHANGES IN
most
wonderful
the
accoustic
ing
"Thus terminates the most useful
SAULT BORDER CITY.
CATCHES FIRE
COAST PROSECUTIONS.'
gratulate Ojeda when he had tele-- i
properties in the world. Numerous
TARIFF B LL
as well as the happiest, year of my
graphed that the rebels were beaten,
other halls and auditoriums will be
besaid
L.
John
McXab
public life,"
were forced to remain with the fed- used for the meetings of the differ
CANNOT
OCCUR
SCON
ADMITS
HIS , MISTAKE fore United States District Judge Van ADMINISTRATION
era! army, and are now suffering ex- - BODIES ARE NOT RECOVERED ent departments and sections of the HE
ALTERED
Vleet today, announcing that his resj'treme privations. They had been reconvention. The speakers before the
had been accepted by Presiignation
EARLIEST HOUR BATTLE CAN BE- fused permission to return to Guay- REMAINS OF SEVERAL
WORKMEN general sessions will include many THE PRESIDENT ACCEPTS ATTOR- - dent Wilson. "I retire content in the ONE
CLASS OF GOODS WOULD 3E
mas, he said.
GIN IS SATURDAY NIGHT OR
of the most eminent educators of the
NTY GENERAL'S
EXPLANAARE PLAINLY SEEN IN TOTknowledge that I have done my best"
PROHIBITED
FROIV ENTRANCE".
country. It is ejected that the conSUNDAY MORNING.
McNab paid tribute to the court in
'
TION IN GOOD SPIRIT.
TERING CUPOLA
A Non partisan Ticket.
vention will perfi
the plans for the
TO
UNITED
STATES
his farewell for its just treatment of
Mexico City, Juue 25. llebels as
proposed natioi. vide campaign to
all litigants, "without regard to
OJEDA
MAKES
raise $1,000,000 as a permanent in- A
ESCAPE i'weil as government supporters and EIGHT
SPECIAL
PROSECUTOR wealth or station or their position
UNACCOUNTED
FOR
members of all political parties in
CHILD
LAEOR
PECBUCTS
terest bearing fund to be used to adwith the government."
Mexico are invited by a group of
vance the Intercuts of public educaIn
in
said
Van
Vleet
IT IS REPORTED FEDERAL GEN- men
reply judge
FRANCIS J. HENEY IS LIKELY TO
standing high in public affairs DEATH LIST MAY BE BROUGHT tion through the association
THESE WOULD BE SUBJECT TO
part:
ERAL ELUDES REBEL CORto unite in the selection of a candiTAKE THE PLACE VACAT-EUP TO NINETEEN WHEN
"Mr. McNab, I would be stating less
REFUSAL
OF ENTRY
IRREDON SURROUNDING HIM.
date for the presidency of the repubBY MR. McNAB.
than the truth if I did not say that
SEARCH IS MADE
a
in
manifesto
issued here today.
lic,
OF
SPECTIVE
DUTIES
I
it is with most sincere regret that
The signers of the document
learned of your resignation. Without,
El Paso, June 25. Advance guards,
June
Washington,
25.Presideiit
Manuel Calero, former ambasJune 25. Three
Buffalo, N. Y.,
of
of Pancho Villa's rebe'is have hot yet
Washington, June 25. Two far
Wilson and Attorney General McRey referring to th8 circumstances
at
sador
Flores
of tlitj smoldering
bodies
out
were
Jesus
Washington;
dug
that the reaching amendments to the adminisTmust
your
say
nolds had an early conference
departure
appeared in sight of Juarez, although
BADLY
OUliNED
today
the federals defending the Mexican Magon, former minister of the inter- ruins of tue Huested Milting ceaipauy
to select a special prosecutor for the government is losing a painstaking trative provisions of the tariff bill
min- elevator
Vera
former
more
two
Lstanot,
are
visible
Jorge
ior;
today,
bodder city are expecting them in a
Caminetti-Digg- s
white slave cases and efficient official at this end of aroused opposition in the democratic
the department of justice."
few hours. It is given out today in ister of public instruction, and a in the debris, arid two of the victims
senate caucus today. One was that
THERE IS LITTLE HOPE FOR RE and the Western Fuel company in
rebel circles that Villa has been de- number of former cabinet ministers, succumbed to injuries, bringing the toin
dictments
prohibiting importation of any gods,
the federal courts in
COVERY OF LUTHER PLIANT,
as well as several members of tne tal of the death list from the exploDenies Appointment.
layed in his march on account of lack
San
immediate products of agriculTieney
except
Francisco.
was
said
It
that
tn
SAY DOCTORS
of water and that he cannot arrive chamber of deputies, and other prom- sion and fire up to 11. The bodies
N. M., June 25.
Albuquerque,
announcement
fisheries
would
be
made
ture,
and forests, wholly or
before
,
in time to attack the border city on inent persons.
Francis J. Heney, who was In Albu in part manufactured
recovered today were so badly charthe end of the day.
by children tin25.
N.
Luther
M.,
June
Roswell,
red that identification was impossible.
Thursday, as he threatened. Saturquerque at noon today, en route to der 14 years old.
With
the
wneels
.
the
of
department
MORRIS IN DENVER.
22 years aiid the sole sup- San Francispo, denied all knowledge
day night or Sunday is the earliest he
of justice grinding again on the
Anthony Kruger and William Wid Pliant, aged
That
was
declared
provision
Morby
25.
Carl
June
Denver,
ot a wiflow md tnaOf, was fairCol,
can get within striking distance of
kowsky, both of whom were frightfully Prt
cases, administration officials of his appointment as special prose- many senators to be the most drastic
of
here
ris
arrived
UKla.,
Sapulpa,
bere
roa8tel
this mornfn made no effort to
Juarez, it Is declared.
burned, died at the Emergency hospl-!conceal their relief. cutor to conduct the
protective measure any manufacturer
El Pasoans have sent an appeal to this morning to begin training for tal and of the 60 explosion victims when a generator to a gasoline press Official
renected that white slave and the Western Fuel could ask for greater as a protection
Washington
of
his
Jack
but
with
Geyer
Congressman W. R. Smith to see that
is ing apparatus in a clothes cleaning feeling. Probably no issue with which company cases at San Francisco. Mr.
which is to be netd on July many are so injured that
His clothes were set President Wilson has had to deal Heney said that he had been out of against foreign competition than hUh
shop exploded.
they are given protection by the Unit Denver,
a
in
shattered
not
up
expected. High
tariff rates.
4 under the auspices of the State
ed States in the event of a battle.
afire by the explo; 'on, and before aid since his
inauguration has. attracted touch with his office for several days
cupola of the mill two companies of
The amendment to grant to the Uni
club.
Athletic
Two years ago a score of people in
firemen are battling to recover the reached him, the skin had been burned such widespread attention. The at- and was not familiar with the details ted States court of
Athletic
State
The
club,
recently
appeals concurrent
EI Paso were killed or wounded durs
of the controversy between District
from more than
of his titude of White House officials
bodies of dead men. From the upper
today
for
of
the
in
customs
cases involv
jurisdiction
purpose
holding
incorporated
He was living at .2 o'- In declining to comment on the latest Attorney McNab and the department
ing the fighting in Juarez.
windows of the concrete section of the entire body.
mora than $100, with the customs
ing
Emissaries of Venustiano Carranza, boxing exhibitions, Tias leased the
of
canclock, but his pli": ifiaiis pay he
justice.
declarations of the federal grand jurywhich has a elevator and from the Elk street viaHe declined to say whether or not court, also aroused attention. Soma
recognized leader of the rebellion ia stock yards pavilion,
not survive.
in San Francisco and the attacks of
seen.
Great
are
the
duct
bodies
of
plainly
13,000.
the north, are attempting to reach seating capacity
he would accept the position of spec- democrats thought the proposal an
former United States Attorney
Matchmaker Pitts announces the clouds of smoke from the burning
entering wedga toward elimination of
Villa to ask him in Carranza's name
on
Attorney General McReynolds ial prosecutor were it tendered him the customs court.
fight as the first of a ruins below make (he recovery of the
not to attack Juarez. Carranza is op- Geyer-Morrij
President
Wilson.
declarby
was
Heney
that
the
action
of
ths
president
held in Denver between bodies difficult.
Senator- Itansdol! , resumed 'Maa
posed to the plan in the interest of series to be
and the attorney genera;, rn ordering ed positively that, up to date he lmd
beAn
is
are
in
effort
bodies
the
"white
how
the
Just
hopes."
many
!,: cnuc'isf
international peace, as he fears in- against free sugar when
not
received
offer
of
any
cases
to
appointthe
for
itself.
trial, speaks
to match Jim Flynn of Pu- cupola, neither the police nor firemen
made
ing
while
Senator
the
opened,
United
States.
w,h rt.
ment
from
the
volving
president.
It was the official view that however
eblo with the winner.
can say. No men were at work there,
to support tha scbeV'Te.
Discusmistaken Mr. McReynolds' ' enrsory
and it is believed those who died there
schedof
both
tho
sion
and
wool
Carranza's Arms Held.
sugar
orP.-P. DIVORCE OC- view of the situation on which hi
fled to the tower following the explo- UNLESS U.
to
New Orleans, June 25. A car load
was
4
ules
m.
when
a
vote
end
at
p.
dered postponement, his action was TEXAS CONGRESSMAN
CURS BEFORE JULY 1, RECEIVLGAKIANS ATTA
sion and were caught by the flames.
was to be taken. With those quesof war munitions, on its way from
free
from
any
motives,"
"unworthy
ERS WILL ACT
New York to the camp of Venustiano
Careful checking up of the employtions settled, administration
leaders
and it was pointed out tnat the corfor
all
accounted
the
state
leader in northern
Carranza,
expect tho bill to be reported to the
IIIPATIE1E
THE SERVIAN AiilSV es' time cards has
made public at 'the
respondence
Washington, June 25. Negotiations White House last
Mexico, is held in New Orleans pendbut eight men. Firemen poured
senate early next week.
night shows that the
with
Attorney General McReyuolds for attorney
In addition to the budget plan the
streams of water on the ruins all
ing decision by the department of
revershad
himself
general
justice as to whether to a'ilow it to MACEDONIAN POSITIONS ARE CON night, but the debris is piled up so dsisolving the Union
ed his position and been approved POKES WINDOW OUT OF STREET caucus took up the question of conPacific merger were continued here
CAR AND THEN WHIPS
proceed. The consignment, 128 rapid
TESTED BY FORMER ALLIES
tinuing the commerce court. Reprehigh that it will be days before it can
by the president.
Robert S. Lovett, chairman of
fire guns, several hundred cases of
today.
THE CONDUCTOR.
sentative Broussard of Louisiana ofbe cleared and a complete search
AGAINST TURKEY
President Wilson's attitude today
the Union Pacific board, and Paul D. was said at the. White House to be
ammunition and a quantity of side
fered a resolution for at least the
made.
arms, was said to be part of a contriCravath, counsel, presented new or that the selection of capable counsel
temporary continuance of tto court,
Washington, June 25.
not Accounted For
Twenty-siBelgrade, Servia, June 25. A strong
bution from relatives of the. late Pres-den- t force of
modified
for
Martin Dies of Texas had a row and led a fight for It
the
of
emplans
sufdisposing
to carry the cases to trial was a
Official checking of the list of
Bulgarian troops attacked the
Madero.
Southern Pacific
stock ficient demonstration of the slncers with a street car conductor last night.
Servian positions at Zletovo and
ployes of the Huested Milling com- $126,000,000
Local representatives of the Carin Macedonia at 1 o'clock this pany, whose elevator was blown up held by the Union Pacific, including wish of the administration to have The conductor came out of the fracas
WRECK KILLS EIGHT
ranza government denied today that
with a black eye, the car came out
the proposal to exchange $38,000,000 of a vigorous prosecution.
by a dust explosion yesterday, shows
Ottawa,
the car of war munitions was the morning.
Ont., June 25. Eight perwindow
Mr.
a
and
Dies
with
smashed
It is President Wilson's intention
The attack, according to official in- besides the 11 known victims, 26 men the Union Pacific's holdings in Southsons, possibly more, are reported to
his
out
property of either of the Maderos or
with
came
unscathed
but
inern
to
to
Pacific
the
the
for
Francis
take
J.
get
Pennsylvania's
Heney
was unprovoked. Fighting are still unaccounted for and are beCarranza. Ernesto Fernandez y Or- formation,
terest in Baltimore and Ohio.- cases if possible. He Is regarded as temper ruffled. The railway com- have" been killed this afternoon on the
lieved to be in the ruins.
was still in progress at a late hour.
tega, constitutionalist consul at New
Unless a plan satisfactory to the being especially desirable because he pany officials said today they were Canadian Pacific railway's western exLater reports from the scene of the
Orleans, declared he knew nothing
United
States court for the Eighth has no political interests with the Investigating and were inclined to press train three miles west of here.
MEN
INDICTED
TWO
of the consignment, beyond being lighting say that Servian artillery
Four cars tumbled down an embankstand up for the conductor.
circuit is submitted before July 1, the administration.
New Westminster, B. C., June 25.
a fierce
certain that it was not, as reported, had gone into action, and
is
ment
Mr.
it
into the Ottawa river and two
said
Dies
found
that
M.
It
J.
Thomas
Sullivan
and
Payden
Indictments charging Charles Dean dissolution, under the supreme court'3
a gift from the Madero family to the battle was in progress in which both
to open a window and punch- were wrecked on the track.
with the "robbery of the New Westmin- mandate, must be accomplished by re- also are under consideration, and difficult
had
suffered
losses.
sides
constitutionalists.
The train was heavily laden with
Representatives Keny and Rakers ed the pane out of the sash with one
The Bulgarian attack on the Ser- ster branch, of the bank of Montreal ceivers.
"The constitutionalist
con- immigrants, and left here
se-- . swipe of his elbow.1
When
the
army," he vians has created a
as
mentioned
have
been
possible
shortly bein
more
state
than
McReynolds Optimistic.
dangerous
September, 1911, when
said, "Is at present in need of neither
lections. Secretary Lane, a personal ductor remonstrated the congressman fore 2 o'clock. The cause of' Uio ac.General
McNahere.
at
The
Attorney
of
excitement
was
McReynolds,
John
$273,000
and
newspapers
stolen,
arms nor ammunition. If the revoon the cident, it was said, was a
in mara with the attempted theft of an the conclusion of a four hours' con- friend of Heney's, has been asked to repeated the movement, but
spreading
lution 'iasts we may send some war publish special editions declaring
his
conductor's
fist.
with
use
eye
to
his
influence
rail.
persuade Heney
automobile, which, it is charged, was ference with Robert S. l.tett, chair
material from this country, but in large type "War has begun."
Eight dead were recovered an hour
The street1? and cafes are filled to have been used in conveying the man of the board of the Union Pa- to undertake the work.
case we decide to do so, the Ameriof a prosecutor
selection
With
the
later
D.
from two colonist cars, which
and
Paul
cific,
crowds.
with
excited
Ciaiath,
counsel,
stolen money from the bank, were recan government will first be notified
and McNab's resignation, the
were
thrown into the river. Th3 vie-announced
that
'.here
today
weie
WILLING
turned
the
Dean
"l!flLSQfl
of our intentions."
today by
grand jury.
cases
Urns were four men, three women and
good prospects of an agreement lor House will consider the
was arrested in Los Angeles, and
closed incident.
a baby. It was feared that others
POLICEMAN KILLED
in New York. Both were ex- - the dissolution of the Union Pacific
To Protect Americans In El Paso.
REFUND
HE BONDS might be under the Crs. The tofril
Representative Kalm of California
merger.
tradited.
.
Washington, June 25.
The aUorney general said that today declared that President Wildeath list was estimated at 15.
tive Smith of Texas applied to PresiAfJ
while
the negotiations were still in son's action in directing immediate
WALTER BURRIDGE DEAD.
dent Wilson today to see that AmeriWILL
an Incomplete state, he believed that consideration of the cases would not PRESIDENT STATES HE
cans in El Paso would not Buffer in
Albuquerque, N. M., June 25.
resoluhis
him
IN
from
AGREE
THE
TO
CHANGES
deter,
pressing
AUDITORIUM DEDICATED
the threatened battle at.Jauress be- SALT LAKE CITY OFFICER VICTIM Walter W. Burridge of Brooklyn, N. a plan of dissolution would be evolv- tion for a congressional investigation
1
CURRENCY
BILL
Ann
ed
to
Arbor, Mich., Juno 23. -- Tho
the
artgovernment.
satisfactorily
Y., one of the best known scenic
tween the Mexican federals and the
OF FOREIGN LABORER, WHO
causes
Kahn
The
the
of
of
the
delay.
magnificent auditorium presented to
ists in America, was found dead In He woti'ul not discuss details at this
constitutionalists, who are steadily
ESCAPED
June 25. President the University of Michigan aa a me
time. The new plan contemplates the resolutions were scneauieu to come
Washington,
bed
room
in
his
hotel
Alvarado
at
the
on
the
advancing
city. The president
tomorrow at a hearing before the WUson toid lmUjrers today he would morial to the late Arthur 1211 pas
here lust evening. Mr. Burridge ar- disposition of the entire $126,000,000 up
referred Mr. Smith to Secretary GarSalt Lake City, June 25. Policeman
house
judiciary committee.
of
Southern
stock
held
mt object to re.inBerting iu tne cur. formally dedicated today in connecPacific
by the
rison, who told him that two full reg- Thomas H. Griffiths was shot and kill- rived in Albuquerque yesterday mornUnion
an
If
is
Pacific.
agreement
the
from
of
the Grand Canyon
rtney bill the original provision to re- - tion with the alumni Iay cskhrtlon
ing
iments of cavalry could be assembled
More White Slave Indictments.
ed by a foreign laborer in the wholefund $712,000,000 two per cent bond; at" the university. Bishop V.Ti;;uus
Colorado, where he had been paint- - reached the plan will be presented to
on the Texas line within 12 .hours.
June 25.
sale district here today, after he had
Calif.,
Death the Hutted States court for the eighth i Sacramento,
securing national bank notes into opened the dedication exorcise with
Ing pictures for two months.
Already at Fort Bliss, just across
state archi-- !
I.
former
man
arrest.
Diegs.
Maury
the
under
The
1.
'circuit
before July
is attributed to heart failure caused
three per cent bonds without tho cir an invocation, following which s
the Rio Grande from Juarez, are five plated
Drew Caminetti, son of A.
and
tect,
who atwere delivered by Govnrsmr
those
at
firing
slayer
escaped,
culation privilege. The president said
by acute indigestion. Burridge was
troops of the Second cavalry, in adcommissioner, if
Camlnetti,
immigration
to pursue him. Shortly be- 50
Senator
Ferris,
.
Towcsend, TtevV.-vitempted
a
was
of
old
committee
member
It
and
to
4,
dition
the currency
years
4
the machine gun platoon of
thought
.j,
were
the
Indicted
county
grand
was
by
man
noon
emeritus
still
and Hegmit V,'. T,.
the
at
fore
Angell
large many artists' clubs and societies.
desirable he would agree without hesthat regiment. The'remainde- - of the
with abanlast
charged
a, pitched
night,
jury
Clements.
and
in
a
crowd
with
pursuit
IN
CONGRESS
TODAY
Second cavalry is doing patrol duty
itation.
donment of their minor children in
BRYAN WELCOMES JAP
between Ei Paso and Sierra Blanco, name imminent.
A special committee of three from
to
WarReno
with
Marsha
eloping
mo fnemvA managed to enuie u s w.iMm, t., K.trt-iw'n'Ie the Thirteenth cavalry is guardHie American Cankers' association will
DiSCUSS MUN'CiPAL.
rington arid Lola Norris, local girls.
f
Vv
ing the border between El Paso and pursuers. Shortly afterward a squad za(i) the Japanese parliamentarian
iiington, June 25. Senate: NoJ The men are under federal indict- confer late today with tho president.
S. 0 Juno 2; -- A. v.
Sumter,
or
a
barn wiierotiere studying sentiment, particularly in
policemen entered
Lang's ranch. New Mexico.
ion; meets Thursday,
ment in Son Pianclsco accused of Secretary McAdoo and Chairmen Osyan variety of municipal prch
Brigadier General Tnsker H. Bliss they found George Tinky changing bis jin the eastern and middle slates,
L
oraile caucus continued work violation of the Mann white slave and Class of the senate and Louse diocussied here tt;!; at a
has full authority to take his forces
He was arrested as a suspect. warding the California
land on f
drift hill
currency committees. Tha tankers ot tue ma
fit r,
act.
where necessary to protect American
Two shots pierced Policeman Gri- law, today was presented to
to
Secretary
fire particularly desirous of aholkhius cities of
eppropriaiion bill acrccd to
were
Indictments
The
county
placed
lives.
ffith's breast and a third his head, kill- Bryan by Ambassador Chlnda. Secre- If
' rots.
on secret file as neither Diggs nor ilie bond securing currency. TonJght provenx-'iing him instantly.. The reason for the tary Bryan said the call was purely
I
meets Camlnetti was in custody, and not the president is selieduW to confer at efjii:tlia; '
Not In Eesslon;
arest has not yet been learned. Grif-5ib- social and that it was not his purpose 1:
Ojeda Still Bottled Up.
diffi-rtnmade public until today. Conch war- the While Hcwro with tin
Douglas, Ariz., June 25. Declaring
in survived by a widow and sev- to discuss tha International situation
caucus took up bnd.ft rants for their arrert have been
curr tn y
mombcrs of the p.cr-,i-'
'1'j'lc
earlier reports that Ojeda and his en children.
with his visitors.
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.f.VO

lect definitely the site, having ail tbe Mr. Allen is a well versed man and
surveys for the above mentioned J a practical farmer, and both of them
fnl I H
creditable representatives of
grounds made under bis personal
l&UM
reetion. There is a splendid autouio-- I their race to this important meeting.
bile road between Demlng and Spald Their appointments were made yesIH-iiUing, It requiring only 40 minutes to terday.
May Bo Same Man.
make the trip. There was present at
An investigation of the penitentiary
this conference in San Diego besides
M.r Spalding, Mr. L. G. Fisher of Chi- records shows that jjne Guillermo
No. 2,150, was sentenced from
cago, who is also heavily interested Mata,
in the Rio Mimbres Irrigation com- Luna county for larceny, May 21,
1D07, for a term of one year and to
FOR LEAGUE
PLACE
TRAINING
pany, and Mr. E. P. York, who will
pay a fine of $500. He was released
STARS MAY BE ESTABLISHED
of
the
a
have charge
organization of
after having served his term. ' AlNEAR DEMING
selling force of the company's land.
though it has not been definitely esE. H. Bickford, manager of the Rio
this is supposed to be the
tablished,
York
25.
P.
E.
Deming, N. M., June
Mimbres Irrigation company, states
of the IUo MImbres Irrigation com that development work is progressing same Guillermo Mata who murdered
Silvano Gallegos at Albuquerque and
pany, has returned from San Diego, very satisfactory. Four test wells
wounded Mrs. Josefita Garcia, with
G.
A.
with
a
where he had
conference
have been put down, two of them 200 whom he had been living.
the
of
one
who
is
capitalists
Spalding,
feet and two of them 150. An excelGarcia vs. Garcia.
Interested heavily in the above named lent showing Is made In the water
The case of Garcia vs. Garcia is
de- the
of
A
feature
novel
company.
bearing sand and gravel. The first still on trial before Judge W. H. Pope
Iopment of this large tract of land, well shows 85 feet of water bearing in the federal court. The
jury was
which reaches to within a mile and a
second well 38 feet, third secured before adjournment yestermaterial,
hal fot Demlng town site, will be the well 57 feet, and the fourth well 48
day evening and' Mrs. Bessie Wilson,
establishment, according to Mr. Spald feet These test wells are now being the mother of Florence Lillian
Garcia,
baseball
ing, of a training college for
to 17 and casing driven down the plaintiff in this case, was the
enlarged
players. Mr. Spalding, known as the following the large bit. The water first witness called. She was on the
father of baseball, has had this pet level In the wells put down varies stand all morning and again when
scheme for many years, and he Is now frmo 51 to 71 feet. All of tb.9 wells court reconvened this afternoon. Ber
going to put it into effect and has se- on this large tract will be equipped testimony
concerned the alleged relected as a site the town of Spalding with three-stag- e
1913 model Layne and lations between herself and the dea few miles northwest of Deming. His Bowler pumps having a capacity of ceased Elias G. Garcia. Marron and
attention was first called to this cli 1,200
gallons per minute and will be Wood, her attorneys, had her identify
mate when he wintered the Chicago
gasoline numerous letters which she says she
operated by Fairbanks-Mors- e
baseball tpm at Faywood many years
received from Garcia. These were
engines.
.
ago.
Mr. E. P. York leaves today for written as long ago as 1904, and conSfr. Spalding ear? that the winter's points in the east where he will organ- tain many tender passages, and so
"training put tbe team Iti fplendid ven- ize a selling force for the above nam- licitous passages inquiring after, her
health. These were read to the Jury
dition. In fact, they showed better ed company.
over objection by counsel for the de
their"
form the year following
A number of other witnesses
fense.
14 DAYS.
ing at Faywood than ever before ?r PjLES CURED IN 6 TO
to be introduced. The Jury
remain
w111
refund nioney
ruBglst
after In his experience. The only reaYou
in the case is composed of the lol- cuto
to
fails
not
tNTMENT
were
son that permanent quarters
if PAZO
Perfecto Urioste, Patricio
Blind, Billing lowing:
established in this section was on ac- any case of
Juan
Garcia,
Ortega, Felix Garcia,
14
to
days.
count of lack of proper accommoda- or ProtMing Piles in' .8
A, fi!?uzales, Matias Borrego, W. H.
- T
?'9to
supply 50c.
tions. Mr. Spalding intends
Goebel, fc'icanor Baca, Jose Baca, K.
these accommodations now and to eso
M. Chapman, Dionlcio Ortega and
4
tablish a college where promising
Bustos. j
'
young players can be taken and given
Fair Situation in San Juan.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
scientific instruction in the fine art of
When
the last legislature passed
He says that there are hunlaw authorizing tne county comthe
"fap&n of young players of the bush
missioners of any county to approwho need
Santa Fe, N. M-- , June 25. Governor
leagues of excellent promise
priate $500 to be used for premiums
that he William O. McDonald has reappointed at a
oi l the proper training,.' and
county fair to be held at the
i
.
state
the
nf
u
seat -lt was undoubtedly het
exncfs to attract recruits from uieo;uiarK Diuey
; --rr
;
"r.
of embalmers, tne term xo oe- jwould be
ho hardship
lieved
lesaups to his training camps 'Where board
that
date of appoint
iave employed the best base- for five years from
bp v. :
worked by such a law, but according
ment, June 23, 1913.
!n tie United States.
ball 'aV-nto correspondence recently received
Notaries Public Appointed.
Mr.
Bald
Spalding,
Sr.stance,"
"For
by state officers, there is one county
The following have been appointed In which
"I believe that at the present time 1
a hardship will be done an
William
can get Anson Of Chicago as one of notaries public by Governor
old established fair. In San Juan
James McKee, Elks,
the trainers for my camp and I know C. McDonald:
a fair, regularly incorporated,
Abelino Lucero, Ber- oounty
Chaves
world-widcounty;
men of
of other first-clas- s
has been held for years at Farming-ton- ,
Filenalillo; Fred H. Ayers Estancia;
which place, however, is not the
reputation who will be available for mon
Baca, Man gas, Socorro county;
work."
seat. The new law specificalsuch
county
Fritz Muller, Santa Fe.
While this is a hobby of Mr Spald- Major
ly says that the fair must, be held at
Prince's History Adopted,
the county seat, which in San Juan
ing's, stm it has some connection with
teachers' reading circles
the
hsi business. In the first place it
is Aztec. As a result a councounty
the state have adopted
fs .i part jbt a scheme to make the throughout
fair association has been organizty
L. Bradford Prince's History
town c.f Spalding, New Mexico, the
ed at Aztec to take advantage of the
of New Mexico for use in studying
Ponew law, and if the Farmington fair
athletic ceiier of the southwest.
the history of the state. The sale of
is held it must be held without aid
lo grounds will be laid off, an automothis book has been quite extensive
from the county and in direct compebile speedway will be constructed
among teachers. Over 100 copies tition to the Aztec fair. The situavliich will be second to none in the have been sent
out, some 440 copies
country, an elaborate club house will going to the Silver City normal school tion is very acute, according to reports received here, and there seems
bp built, golf links, tennis courts and and 10
copies to Socorro, besides b6'v. to be but one solution and that is
will
be eral
all kinds of outdoor sports
copies to individual purchasers for
Farmington to abandon the coun- provided for. It Is well known that. among the state educators.
I
at that place and join with
fair
ty
A. (i. Spalding is head of one of the
Appointments to Farmers' Congress. Aztec in
building up another at the
largest sporting house goods in the
Superintendent Alvan N. White has
world, its business last year having appointed the following two colored county seat.
amounted to about 14 million dollars. men as delegates to attend the Na Editors to See New Mexico Exhibit.
Chief Clerk R. F. Asplund on behalf
So, In addition to its being a hobby of tional Negro Farmers' congress, to
Mr. Spalding's there is a business side be held at Birmingham, Ala., July 4 of the state superintendent of public
to his encouragement of sports.
and 5: Frank Boyer of Dexter, and instruction, is sending out letters to
Mr. Cook, the landscape gardener Lloyd F. ATien of Blackdom, N. M. the state superintendents throughout
for the Rio Mimbres Irrigation com- Mr. Boyer is a thorough farmer and the country calling their attention to
the fact that New Mexico will be on
pany, will be here this week and se- - has been a teacher of good standing.
deck at the national educational
meeting to be held in Salt Lake City
next fall. The following is the letter:
Santa Fe, N. M., June 23, 1913.
My Dear Sir: I beg to advise you
the New Mexico Educational headquarters will be located in rooms
Hotel Utah, during the meeting of
the National Educational association
and a representative of our delegation
Osa
Disssss
will be constantly In charge of headTfcsy
Crcgs
quarters to receive visitors and give
Otsre.
era !!
them such information as they may
desire about New Mexico, her reMany people are shackled to continued recognized as the greatest blood purifier
sources, development, and her prosuffering by the drugs they use. These ever known.
seem to dry up the surface but there's
If you have been fighting some blood gressive educational system. We exa. stomach almost destroyed, there are trouble, some eruptive skin disease, call tend to you and to all teachers from
ulcerated bones; locomotor ataxia, con- it eczema, lupus, psoriasis, malaria, scrof- your state a
hearty, cordial welcome
vulsions, abscesses, falling hair, impaired ula or what you will, there is but one to New Mexico
headquarters at any
deafness, and a host of other sure, safe way to cure it. Ask at any
drug store for a $1.00 bottle of S. S. S. time you can drop in to see us.
and you are then on the road to health.
Trusting to meet you and all memId
The action of this remarkable remedy bers of
your state delegation, I beg
is Just as direct, Just as positive, Just
as certain in its inftuencve as that the to remain, Yours in high regard,
ALVAN N. WHITE,
,
sun rises in the east. It is one of those
rare medical forces which act in the State Superintendent of Public Inblood with the same degree of certainty
struction, per R. F. A.
that is found in all naturai tendencies.
Wilt Advertise New Mexico.
The manner in which it dominates and
controls the mysterious transference o
Department of Education,
rich, red,' pure arterial blood for the
Santa Fe N. M.
diseased venous blood is marvelous.
To Secretaries of Commercial Clubs
Out through every skin pore acids,
of New Mexico,
germs and other blood Impurities are
forced In the form of invisible vapor.
Dear Sirs: There Is to be held at
The lungs breath lt out, the liver is Salt Lake
1913,
City, U., July
stimulated to consume a great proportion
of
the
National
annual
the
meeting
of Impurities, the stomach and Intestines
cease to convey into the blood stream Educational association. As you know
ttr
the catarrhal, malarial germs; the bowels, these meetings are largely attended
Get Away From This Misery. Let S. 8. S. kidneys, bladder and all emunctories of
teachers and citiDo It for You.
the body are marshalled Into a fighting by representative
all
states.
zens
the
of
The attendtroubles continue to make life miserable. force to expol every vestige of eruptive
ance at Salt Lake will be, perhaps,
There is one blood remedy that you can disease.
There Is scarcely a community any- not less than 10,000. I have secured
cnly rely upon. It is not a "dope," not a
r'.;. sic. not a mineral poison but a pure, where but what has Its living example rooms
Hotel Utah, as headquarI'uverful medicino that cleanses your of the wonderful curative effects of
ters for New Mexico, which will be
blood so completely; so washes your S. S. S. Get a bottle of this famous remveins, arteries and Issues; so thoroughly edy 'today, and if your case is stubborn opened July 4. Someone of the New
bathes your body with internal healthful or peculiar write to The Swift Specific Mexico teachers' delegation will be
ij fluenre that boom yon not only feel a Co., 127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. Their
in charge to receive visSlender':;; rb'sngo but your entire ap- medical laboratory Is famous and Is con- constantly to
and
distribute whatever lititors
reost
iha
welcome
ducted
renowned
by
in
une'reee
tluod
and
experts
pearance
B.
ha3 long bv.'jn fkia d leases.
erature we have on hand. As you
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will see, the opportunity for advertising the state as well as its school
system, is a splendid one. It has occurred to me that each commercial
organization of the state can renaer
invaluable aid to me in my endeavor

to have attractive neaaquarters and
to do a service .to the whole state,
by sending to me, express prepaid,
care of Hotel Utah, a package of such
literature and exhibits as it wouid
like to have displayed. I urge upon
you the importance of immediate action, if you can help me out in this
matter, as your literature and exhibits should reach tne by. July 4
Pamphlets dealing witit your section
of the state, school literature, special
editions of newspapers, pictures, etc.,
will all be interesting to those in attendance at the Salt Lake meeting.
You may indicate to me by letter,
care Hotel Utah, whether all the
packages sent me shall be distributed
or not. If you send views, photoB, or
exhibits, and do not wish same given
away, but used for decorative pun
poses in headquarters, please so advise me when you write me. 1 shah
be glad, also, to have you write me
here before July 2, whether or not
you can send me something for New
Mexico headquarters.
I thank the commercial organizations of the state in advance for any
assistance they may render me in the
above matter, for I assure each and
all that I am deeply interested in
bringing not only the educational advantages, but also, our material resources and advantages to the attention of the country.
Very truly yours,
"
ALVAN N. WHITT,
State Superintendent of Public In.
struction.
June 24, 1.913.
Mr. White is anxious that New
Mexico should be well represented.
Each chamber of commerce through
out the state Is urged to get busy and
send some advertising matter to the
superintendent aa per his request. In
dications are that the attendance from
New Mexico will be large.
the traveling
W, A. Cameron,
freight and passenger agent of .the
Santa Fet has agreed to arrange for
a special car for Salt Lake City if
the required number, 81 passengers,
can be secured to go from Albuquer
que to Salt Lake City. The car will
stop at Lamy and those going from
here can take it at that point,
Argument for a New Trial.
A motion for a new trial of Claude
M. Cooley, who was found guilty of
murder in the first degree recently
at Tierra Amarilla, is being argued
by his attorney ;A. B. Re'nehan, before Judge E, Obbott, in the district court. J. li Crist, 'ho conducted the prosecutijn, will represent the
people. The argument will probably
take two v three days.
A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It Is prompt and effective.
ft ernes in a yellow package, with
beehivv on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for Foopiate
O
ley's Horey and Tar Compound.
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug

Store.
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Don't Belay Tatting Advantage at tho Eir- tramaty Loiv Prices Beyond That Day
in Silk. Wool, Linen svnd Lingerie Dresses Wool Coats, Wool

Suits. Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns. Batistes, Dimities
Tissues, Ratines and all Fancy Wash Goods a.f '

throughout the store, excepting Nemo Corsets, Kaysers Silk Gloves
and Hose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet Gocds, Sunburst
Silk, Dutterick Patterns svnd Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes, at
.
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rooms and in some respects similar
in size and shape to the chambers of
the communal houses on the mesa.
The fact that the builders near Tesu
que used boulders which they got
from the river, shows that they utilized the material at hand for the construction of their villages, in place of

bringing tufa rock a great distance,
and cutting it in about the size blocks
as the ordinary adobe brick. The peo-pi- e
who resided adjacent to Tesuque
were no doubt an agricultural race,
and connected closely with all the
civilization that extenued in many
directions throughout this entire section.
Indications aro to the effect that
northeast of the road in that vicinity
there are the remains of a pueblo or
communal dwelling buried three or
four feet under the ground. Explorations at this point may reveal some
interesting facts from the excava

tions, which may be made at an early and were presided over by ladies of
date.
the nobility.
The proceeds of the
sales will be donated to numerous,
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and charitable
and benevolent instituyawn a good deal of the daytime, you tions In which
Queen Alexandra is;
can charge it. to a torpid liver which
- -t
has allowed the system to get full of interested.
Impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver,
A Worker Appreciates This
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
the bowels and puts the system In Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
good healthy condition. Price 60c. years my kidneys and bladder incapaSold by Central Drug Co.
citated me for all work. About eight,
y
months ago I began using Foley
Pills, and they have done what
"ALEXANDRA DAY" OBSERVED
London, June 25. "Alexandra day," other medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine.
I recommend Foan annual observance Instituted last
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer an
ley
year In token of the loyalty and af- Red Crosa Drug Store.
,
fection of the people for Queen Alexandra, was widely celebrated today
Stings or bites of Insects that are
throughout the United Kingdom. followed by swellings, pain or itchin?
s
About
of the people seen should be treated promptly, as thej
BALLARD'S
SNOW
in the streets wore Queen Alexandra's are poisonous.
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
favorite flower, the little pink and is both
antiseptic and healing. Price
white wild rose. Flower stands were 25c, 50c and f 1.00 per bottle. Sold
erected in many of the ' ublic squares by Central Drug Co.
'

Kid1-ne-

two-third-

TESUQUE

COMMUNAL DWELLINGS
OF AN
CIENT NEW MEXICANS
UNEARTHED BY EXPLORERS.

Santa Fe, N. M., June 25. More old
ruins of the prehistoric people have
been explored and
iuvestigatiops
started concerning them near Tesu-qusouth of that pueblo, and adja
cent to the river. Last Sunday K. M.
Chapman, J, A. Jean con and Carlos
Vlerra went to mat vicinity and look
ed over the ground carefully. They
s
found many black and white
of the old type, similar to the
fragments found on the other side of.
the Rio Grande, at the Rito de los
Frijoles, Puye and other points on
the south side of the river. More
modern postherds are also found,
some decorated, but tne general sam
ple's from this ruin or series of ruins.
shows that the place was evidently
Inhabited by the same people and is
of the same general character of civ
ilization.
The walls of these ruins
are built of boulders, evidently taken
from the bed of Tesuque river, and
the formation of the architecture
shows that of this substance the an
cient dwellers in that section built
puddled walls and bouses.
The general contour of the struc
tures indicate that they probably ran
east and west, and extended from the
mountains, almost continuously to tbe
Rio Grande river. The more that Is
unearthed In this country the more
lt seems certain that there was a
large noniilatinn dwelling not only in
the fastness of such places as Puye,
but (scattered throughout the valley
and along the Rio Grande. Thorough
excavations will pronamy reveal won
defined commmial dwellings, of many
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STRAW
STORY OF PAUL NUSSBAUM, WHO
PRACTICES
THOUGH A PRELATE
SEUF-DENIA-

When the long arm of Rome reaches
out across the world and places the
purple mantle of a bishop on the shoulders of a barefooted monk whose Identity has been buried a quarter of a
century in a simple Christian name
and whoso life has been spent in povthere is
erty, penance and
an interesting tale to be told.
Pope Plus X created the new diocese
Chrlsti, Texas, several
of Corpus
months ago. While speculation p.nu
suggestions were being offered concerning the ruler of the new diocese,
announcement came from Rome that
the "Rev. P. J. Nussbaum, C. P.," had
been chosen for the See. Inquiry revealed Rev. P. J. Nussbaum, C. P., to
be Father Paul, Passionist monk and
missionary.
Many priests and high officials of
the church in this country asked:
"How did it happens that an obscure
monk in Hoboken, N. J., was chosen
for the hierarchy?"
Those who. asked did not know the
history of Father Paul.
A small group of church dignitaries
stood in the shadows of the great
dome of the Church of Sts. John and
Paul in Rome. There were two cardinals, an archbishop, a superior general of a religious order, several
and a young barefoot monk.
The monk was a tall, powerfully built
man with an uncommon personality.
In contrast to the splendid physical
development was a face that proclaimed him all mental, a typical itnellec-tual- .
The dark brown hair was combed straight back from the brow. It
was the brow of an ascetic as was the
rose the brow and the nose of Savonarola. The eyes, which were large
and full, were the eyes of a dreamer.
The mouth was sensitive and finely
chiselled. The lines of the chin were
sharply drawn, and the muscular development of the jowl bespoke the
heart of a fighter.
A new bishop had just officiated at
a service and the honors of his office
were the subject of discussion. It was
an important post. The eyes of the
world were on the See in question. Various comments had been made. Finally the elder cardinal said:
"What do you think, Father aul?"
"I think," said the young monk,
"that the weight of a mitre Is greater
than its sheen. After all, the honors
we wear are soon forgotten by men,
but the work we do and the work we
leave undone is never forgotten by
God." Then he added (wlth a characteristic twinkle in his eye, which Is
almost Celtic, "and, as I have some
work to do, I must bid this very
charming company good evening."
.
"Who Is Father Paul?" asked the
archbishop.
That was eight years am Several
members of that group have since
been elevated by the pope. The man
who asked "Who Is Father Paul?" is
now a member of the Sacred College of
Cardinals.
This is the story that he heard. It
self-denia- l,

mon-signo-

f4

is the answer to "Why was an obscure monk in Hoboken, N. J., chosen
for the hierarchy?"
Father Paul was born in Philadelphia 43 years ago. His parents were
intellectual people and devout Catholics. He began hi8 education with the
Christian Brothers in Philadelphia.
When he reached his seventeenth year
he felt that his vocation was for the
priesthood. The active but austere
life of the Passionist Monks appealed
to Paul Nussbaum. He sought admission to their monastery in Pittsburgh.
There he began the hard life of a
mendicant.
The Passionist order combines the
solitary life of the Trappist Monks
with the activity of the Jesuits and
the Lazarists. Five hours are spent
every day in the choir, chanting the
Divnie Office or in meditation. Every
night in the year the monastery bell
at midnight summons the monks to
chapel, where they kneel one hour and
a half chanting the Matins and the
Lauds. They abstain from flesh meat
three days in the week throughout the
year and during the whole of Lent and
Advent. Their habit is a coarse brown
woolen tunic and they wear only
sandals on their feet. Every hour of
their day is filled with study and work
among the poor and wretched. When
the day Is done and they seek their
rest they lie down on a rough pallet
of straw with a pillow of the same
hard substance. There is no mark of
comfort, n6 suggestion of luxury, no
ornament in their habitation. The
floors and walls are bare, the furniture consists only of hard chairs and
plain tables. The monks of this or-der are forbidden tq own property,
either personal or real.
Into that, life of austerity and mortification Paul Nussbaum carried his
stalwart youth, his earthly possessions
and his birthright of mental endowment. Ambitions, boyhood
ties and
even his family name were left behind. From that time until his ordination he was known as "Brother
Paul."
After five years of study Brother
Paul went with a band of missionaries
to South America. His first real work
began in Brazil, which was then In
the throes of a revolution. The rebel
forces and the federal troops were in
the thick of battle the October morning that Brother Paul entered the bay
of Rio Janeiro.
"Better not land just yet," advised
a young officer of the boat.
"On the contrary, this is the time
for me to land. I might be of some
service in there," was Brother Paul's
answer.
"Anybody who steps into a South
American revolution this early in the
morning is likely to be shot," warned
the first officer. "They will knock off
fighting in the heat of the day. We
can get in then."
"If you can lower a boat and get a
ma nor two to help me I will row In,"
was the young monk's answer.
And he landed. He ministered to
the dying and later in the day he
buried the dead.
That was Brother Paul's beginning.
His next heroic work was at Rosario.
He had just completed a mission and
had started back to his monastery
when he was warned by a villager to
hurry away because the town had suddenly been gripped by bubonic plague.
Brother Paul turned back. That night
he buried 15 victims. He carried a
score of motherless children to the
chapel, where he cared for them. He
1
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BLOTCHES Oil FACE
DRY AND1CALY
Eczema Began in Hair. Spread to
Face. Came on Hand and All Over
Fingers. Itching Terrible. Cuti-cu- ra
Soap and Ointment Cured,

GOLF

205 Kantor Ave, Detroit, Mich. "Soma
time last summer I was taken with eczema.
In my hair first with red blotches
then scaly, spreading to my
face. The blotches were red
on my face, dry and scaly, not
large; on my scalp they were
larger, some scabby.
They
came on my hands. The In
side of my hands were all llttlo
lumps as though full of shot
of an Inch
about
under the skin. Then they
went to the outside and between and all
over my fingers. It also began on tha
bottoms of my feet and the calves of my
logs, and Itch, oh, Myl I never had anything like it and hopo I never will again.
The Itching was tcrriblo. My hands got so
I could scarcely work.
"I tried different eczema ointments but
without results. I also took medicine for 16
but it did no good. I saw the advertisement
for a sample of Cuticura Ointment and Soap
and sent for one. They did mo so much
good I bought some more using them as
per directions and in about three weeks I
was well again. Cuticura Soap and Ointment entirely cured mo." (Signed) BonJ.
Passage, Apr. 8, 1912.
A singlo cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often
sufflciont when all else has failed
Sold
throughout the world. Liboral sample of
32-p.
each mailed free, with
Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
" Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.

DONvT
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Every Woman Should Own A
Mow Berection
Oil Cbok-stov- e
It means a clean, cool kitchen, less work and better
cooking.
The N cvv Perfection is always ready for use. No
wood to cut no ashes to carry no srhoke no soot
Made with 1, 2, 3 and 4 burners; towel racks, drop shelves,
Indicator marks amount of oil in font
etc.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

o

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Cutte,
Boise,
Cheyenne,
Salt Lake City
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East Las Vegas Citizens Should Read
and Heed This Advice
Kidney trouble is dangerous and often fatal.
Don't experiment with something
new and untried.
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Begin with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Used In kidney troubles 50 years.
Recommended here and everywhere.
An East Las Vegas citizen's statement forms convincing proof.
It's local testimony it can be Investigated.
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1102 National
Ave., East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"Doan's, Kidney Pills still have my
recommendation. The good results
they gave in our home some years
ago in a case of kidney trouble has not
been forgotten. I am glad to confirm
what I have said in their praise
Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine
remedy for pains in the back and other kidney troubles."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcnets.
Co.,
Buffalo,
unin
that
village
stayed
New
sole agents for the United
York,
til the plague had passed.
.
That winter Brother Paul was or- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
dained to the priesthood in Buenos
no other.
take
Ayres and became known as "Father
Paul." Before his ordination he had
WHOOPING COUGH
gone among the people preaching, aDd
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
by his wholesome, kindly philosophy
bad created a following. Two missions? Remedy every since I have
house and I consider it one
were established as a result of his
ever
of the best medicines I have
Ibaor.
it
used.
children
all
have
used
Paul
My
After his ordination Father
went back to Brazil. There he preach- and it works like a charm for colds
I con
ed, taught the people., organized mis- and whooping cough. In fact,
a
throat
of
It
sider
for
kind
schools.
any
good
sions and built churches and
Two years later he was in the Ar- or lung trouble, and do not think any
gentine when that record epidemic household complete without It," writes
of yellow fever swept hundreds of L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Aia. You
lives Into the trenches. He went will look a good while before you i'nd
a better preparation than Chamberamong the victims, making a record
lain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
the
of the identified dead, marking
contrenches where they were buried. He whooping cough In children. It
to
Is
no
tains
narcotic
and
templeasant
organized hospitals which were
Adv.
dealers
For
all
take.
sale
by
which
but
grew
affairs
then,
porary
into permanent institutions. He fought
COMMENCEMENT AT OBERLIN
He preached cleanlifor sanitation.
Oberlin, O., June 25. George B.
The people
ness with godliness.
Vincent,
president' of the University
knew he feared neither pestilence nor
of Minnesota, spoke before the gradintheir
defend
would
bullets, that he
class of Oberlin college toterests at the risk of his life. So they uating
on "A Philosophy of Life." Presiday
a
listened to him and he became as
dent King presented diplomas to one
prophet and a reformer to his people. of the largest classes in the history
Rumor of this man's work finally of the
college.
reached Rome. The provincial generlooked
into
order
al of the Passionist
No Substitute could do This
the record of the young American
No Inferior substitute but only the
monk called Father Paul and then genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
called him to the head monastery of rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Net., of his
Ho says:
"I wa9
kidney trouble.
the order In Rome.
When the story of Father Paul had bothered with tobackache, and the pain
the back of my head,
would run up
been told, the venerable cardinal said: and I had
spells of dizziness. I took
"He would make a great bishop."
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
"If he were not a monk," added an work and I am now entirely rid of
American monsignor. "No Passionist kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
monk) had ever been made a bishop
in htis country."
AT UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
"He Is still Very young, and prece
Burlington, Vt, June 25. This was
dent is a transitory thing," was the commencement day at the University
cardinal's comment.
of Vermont, when, accompanied by
Five years ago Father Paul asked the exercises customary to .the octo be sent back to his native land. casion, the members of the class of
He was appointed consultor of the 1913 received their diplomas from
eastern province and assigned to the the hands of President Guy P. Benmonastery of St. Michael In Hoboken. ton. The address to the gradua'ss
He has given the past five years of was delivered
by the Rev. Dr; S.
Ms life to work among the poor. Very Parkes Cadman, pastor of the Brookfew of the richer churches know him lyn tabernacle. New York.
.
at all.
which were
The vows of
taken by Father Paul were life vows. Recovered Frcsj
Back of the bishop, the administrator
Severe
Trouble
of a big diocese, he will be the monk.
While we nil know that plenty of fresh
his
of
When the pomp and ceremony
air and good food are necessary to persons
from lung trouble, something
office are done he will adhere, as far suffering
more is needed to bring about full health.
Alterative is a medicine for
as lies In his power, to the rules of
throat and lung
find so many
his austere order. In his house he will reports have been troubles,
received showing that
it
about
number
brought
results
good
wear the rough brown woolen habit of cases which were declaredin ahopeless,
that
all
who
sufferers
are
not
and the sandals. Hie sleeping quar- otherwise, should, at least benelitlng
what it has done for others. investigate
It muy be
ters will be as the bare cell of a monk the
means of restoring you to. health. Inand his couch a bed of straw.
vestigate this case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
It will be a strange turn of life for
In December, 1008 and
"Gentlemen:
l!io:, I was taken with hemorthis monk. From the desolate halls March,
rhages ot the lungs, which confined me
weeks each time to my bed. These
of a monastery to the comfort and several
left me very weak and I coughed at nights
could not sleep. My appetite also
dignity of a bishop's residence; from and
failed
My doctor advised me to go
blind obedience to a position of au- West. uie.
So, in September,
I planned
to go. but I had four morelwm,
hemorrhages,
thority and great power. New York which put imp in bed for thive
weeks.
"In November slimed for Denver. Col.
World.
I met
After
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As we have said before,
the purpose of THE OPTIC is
first of all to serve its readers.
To do this is not only the right
moral attitude toward our
constituency but it is good
business, speaking from purely a business standpoint.

And so is it that we point
out from day to day the advertising features of this paper
and the advantages to be
gained from keeping posted
in all of the news thus

--

luag

tr 'I

25, 1913.

TOURNEY

New Haven, Conn., June 25. The
annual tournament for the championship of the Connecticut State Golf association was opened under favorable
tonditlons today on the links of the
New Haven Country club. Many players of a high class are among the
entrants and some spirited competitions are promised. The final rounds
in the tournament will be played

self-deni-

111
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BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
It has been observed that beautiful
women
always have good digestion

If your digestion Is faulty
Iain's Tablets will correct
are easy to take and most
in effect.
For sale by all

Chamber
it.

.

Adv.
FOR

A

They

agreeable
dealers.

WEAK STOMACH

Michael Itrixiy,
my arrival,
who, upon learning of my condition, urged
me to take Kckinan's
Alterative.
In
about two iiinnlhM, 1 began to feel better.
I kept on taking the medicine and Improved fast. In .March, HHP. I returned
home. 1 think I am entirely W"il have a
Rood appetite and sleep well. When 1 left
Denver mv weight was 1:1(1 pounds.
I
l
now weigh It", my
I
weight.
thank (.ind ami your Alterative
for my
hen Ith. if I can help any other per-snHtiiiermg from Tuberculosis. 1 will gladly
do so."
(Sworn affidavit! P.H'I, I,.
Hckman's Alterative is el'fcciive ju liron-cbitiAsthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Ltmg Troubles, and in upbuilding
the
syfiiem. Does not contain punns, opiates
or
At.lt. for booklet
drugs.
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckrmm
J'a., for more eviLaboratory,
dence. For sale by all leading drugpriats
E. G. lHurphey and Central Drag

Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
enable the stomach to perform it?
functions naturally. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
Company.

The spirit of advertising

is different

from that of
a few years ago. The idea no
longer is to fool and to misrepresent, but to inform and to
invite. And it is the constant
aim of the good merchant to
stick resolutely to facts.
to-da- y

It is this spirit that makes

for confidence and enables us

to draw attention of our readers to the profitable practice
of "ad" reading:.
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noble luouutauts culminating in those

tic
ESTABLISHED

splendid heights, the Truchas peaks
that reach an altitude of i3,400 feet
above eea.
The Santa Fe range on the west
comprises many peaks well above
12,000 feet In height, so high that
timber line falls below their tops.
Elk mountain itself is little less than
12,000 feet above sea and usually
has an enormous snow drift on its
lihoulder, until heavy rains of summer dissolve It. This is the source
of our little Gallinas river and of
several creeks flowing into the Pecos.
One could spend an hour on Elk
in studying the great landscape which
extends north to Colorado and south
to the Manzanos with a boundless expanse of mesas and plains to the
eastward. Take a good field glass
and a map of New Mexico and you'll
learn more geography of the land
you live In than you could in many
'
clays' travel.
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TADS AND
FASHIONS
New

June 25. One of the
EDITOR
M. PADGETT
most striking features or present day
fashions is the vogue of combinations
of materials in me same costume.
Bengaline and taffetas are put together in some of the newest frocks.
For instance, a ruby bengaline skirt
KiiU-j-.at the postoUiee at East
with only a suspicion of drapery in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transthe
back had a jacket in taffeta of
States
mission through the United
the same tone, the jacket half Bulmalls as second class matter.
garian, half Russian. The wide turnover collar and cuffs were of cream
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
linen of the coarse variety. The butDaily, by Carrier
tons were of white enamel, quite
- 05
For Copy
plain. Gabardine, or very rep, one of
..
is
Ona Week
the novelties of the year, makes some
65
OE8 Month
exquisite gowns for the afternoon.
7.6C
One Year
With insertions of Bagdad embroidNEW RAILROAD PROPOSED
it ifi extremely smart. Al! the
Dally, by Mail
Albuquerqlo, N. M., June 25. That ery
'
new
One Year
dyes look rich In the gabardine,
Messrs. it. Green, capitalist, and J. II.
3.00
too.
Six Months
Flick, engineer of the Flick ConstrucCasaque is the French name given
tion company of Chicago, represent a
to
the short, Eton front, swallowtail
New
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
syndicate which has bought the
Mexico Central and will build a line back jacket that Is so fashionable
GROWER
finOne Tear
.....$2.00 fro mAlbuquerque to Salt Lake City, just now. The'casaque may be
In
a
ished
wide
belt
with
swathed
usualwas
statement
the
made
$1.00
the
61x Months
by
Boft
Bilk
or
or
that
satin
leather
ly reticent Colonel W". S. Hopewell In
San Juan county the other day. Col- comes for such a purpose, or It may
have only a narrow belt of brocaded
(Cash in Advance tor Mail Subscrip- onel
Hopewell returned here yesterribbon. This ribbon, which is
tions.)
with the gentlemen mentioned af- stiff
Remit by draft, check or money or. day
antique, Is not pretty, yet Paris
quite
ter an Inspection trip over thetroute.
has gone mad over it. It is hard, the
dor. If sent otherwise we will not
The Aztec Index has the following:
colors are indiscreet and it is as
be responsible for loss.
"The New Mexico Central has been
on
as a board; yet some of the
stiff
free
Specimen copies
bought by the people whom these men best gowns have belts and bows of
represent," said Colonel Hopewell, "and it, and some of the most dashing hats
they mean business. They intend to have long slim loops of it wired to
papers discontinued
build from Alhuquerque to Salt Lake ftand on top of the crown
'
via San Juan county, and connect
expiration of time
It was thought when velvet appaid" for
Roswell and Torrance, giving a dir
among the more popular
peared
ect route from the Gulf of Mexico to
during the early spring
trimmings
Advertisers are guaranteed the the Pacific, northwest. We are mak- - that with the bright and warm days
largest dally and weekly circulation ing a trip of inspection over the route, of April and May, velvet would take
of any newspaper la northern New having left Albuquerque Saturday with flight to give place to a garnish more
e
a
Mexico.
rig. Another party la o.i appropriate and less heavy. But not
the Sail Jake end of the route now. at all. The very latest dresses apSurveying and construction work will pear to seek a touch of ve'ivet someTELEPHONES
start soon." , r
where. If It cannot be Intro luced
.
UUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2
The visit of these men was quire In the gown, then tne wearer orders
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9
unexpected;, but most wel :cme. They a big rose or orchid In velvet to prowent to Farmington from Aztec and duce the desired effect in the way
then took the train yesterday for Du- - of a belt bouquet.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1913.
rango, where they met a number of
Certainly tjie satin or supple tafboosters pnd then left for Chicago. feta frocks tpimmed In nothing but
It looks as though the southern out- small folds o( velvet of a nighly conSEE OUR OWN SCENERY
let is in sight at last".'
trasting shade, are beautiful, even
of W. Goff though they pe not practical for hot
A party
FIRST.
composed
Black and G. F. Bruington from here, summer dayej.
T
John Hubbard and Larkln Beck of
This is a great season for laces of
The greatest trip of all is the trip Farmington accompanied the railroad- all kinds. The finer laces, just tor
to Elk mountain, but it requires two ers to Durango yesterday. Through the moment, seem to have precedence
days' time lor full enjoyment if your the courtesy of George Raymond and over the bolder, heavier patterns. Tne
starting point be the Y. M. C. A. other Durango men the visitors were Alencons, Ma'iines, Chantilly, Spanish,
camp. From Harvey'a It is a one-da- shown every courtesy and supplied point de Venice and cobweb laces are
round trip.
with data which was wanted.
very much la demand, and1 among the
Leaving the ranch the trai'i skirts
cheaper varieties the shadow laces
tbe little
opening GEORGIA. LEGISLATURE MEETS are most popular. Mounted over soft
which some appreciative visitor has
Atlanta, Ga., June 25. The general silks or chiffons, the designs of these
named "Glory park," then begins to
of Georgia convened for its laces are thrown Into relief and their
assembly
mount by many a zigzag and curve
beauty Is accentuated.
and reverse to the top of that long regular annual session today and proIn these days of sheer and transof
to
work
ceeded
the
organization.
?
mountain spur extending from the
The session promises to be of more parent effects It is not always necfoot of Elk to the grand "drop-orf- "
than ordinray interest and importance. essary to have a soft silk foundation,
at Farview. .
but it la better to have it, as it does
i
This is the route surveyed for the A strenuous fight on a new school
oftentimes with a petticoat and
away
ecenlo highway to connect Las Vegas book contract is in prospect, with the
there is no necessity
consequently
law
be
may
passed
and Santa Fe. Some day our good possibility that a'
beneath
the filmy folds of
bulk
for
Uncle Sam will build this highway, to print the books in Georgia and lace.
This
however,
foundation,
which will to the fullest extent merit sell thera to the pupils at cost. A
should be veiled by chiffon to soften,
amnew
law
and
its name, being from 10,000 to 11,500
important
banking
the lace. A charming scheme shows
feet high and crowded at every point endments to the insurance and game! the foundation of
with views of wonderful scenic charm. laws also are on the calendar. By
with a veling of chiffon in tne
Once the trail has gained the top tacit agreement of both sides it seems same delicate tone.
of the ridge there are no more diffi- probable that the prohibition question
There are Innumerable ways of uscult grades In the entire six miles will be "left in abeyance so far as the
lace on the new gowns. One of
ing
to Ek mountain,
present session is concerned.
most "popular Is the tunic over-skir- t.
the
The pathway winds in and out of
It Is expected that one of the first
This may be draped to the
the thickly growing timber and acts of the legislature after it comwaist line in the front, to show the
around tangles of fallen trees where pletes its organization will be to "forcothurns, or sandals, with their lacwinter winds or summer lightnings mally
United States Senator
of ribbon, or it may spread like
have felled them. At every opening Baccn, or more correctly speaking, ing
the old time pannier, leaving the
you get startling glimpses of the can- take such action as is necessary to
foundation of the skirt visible In the
yons, parks and summits, the val- elect the senator In compliance with front. The crossed
draperies, carleys and stream courses that stretch the new constitutional amendment
ried a little to one side of the frout,
away to the north, south and east.
the election of members of are very well liked, while the very
The spruces grow so closely and are the
upper house by direct vote of the latest Idea shows much drapery diso draped with hanging moss that
The action of the lawmakers rectly in the bacK, where it is raised
In the forest depths the sunshine pen- people.
disinction of be- in'a more or less bunchy effect, dimwill give Georgia-thetrates but little and only occasionthe first state to elect a senator ly reminiscent of the bust'ie age. Pering
ally does the traveler get a look out in accordance with the direct election haps the most popular mode is the
upon the world below.
skirt.
Bacon's present
But after a mile or two you reach amendment, Senator
are used in abundance on the
is that of membership in
Laces
status
legal
the first of the great "burns" where
since the bodices of the newest frocks. They
fire has ravaged the forest In the the senate on sufferance,
constitutional
the
of
amende are the fabored fabric for the
adoption!
long ago and where the fallen tree
election
direct
for
ment
'providing
ofj transparent blouse. When the blouse
franks lie in the greatest confusion
is of silk the lace is generally TTseJ
appoint-makes
his
senators
temporary
covering the surface of slopes and
for
the fichu or deep collar. The
the
of
mfetll!
tba
liands
governor,
at
canyons and summit in every direc-- ''
smartest blouses owe their distinction
The
doubtful
legislature
legality.
tion. Here you have your first Bight,0'
expected to take early action in to an almost prim simplicity. The
ft Elk mountain and the main range
matter in order that Senator Ba-- j foundation is a little plain kimono
north!
the
which stretches from it to the
consist of
and south. Carcon peak is the 12,- - con may vote with unquestioned right waist and the trimmings
vest.
or
collar
the
fichu,
reacn
point northward where snow upon the tariff bill when it shall
The all over laoe blouses to be worn
lies In a deep gulch the year round, the final roll call.
with different skirts are very much
ar.d Barillas Is the 11,000-foo- t
summit
liked this season. They are inexpenCHIEF CONSTABLES 'MEET
southward directly west of Las Vegas.
Now the trail winds in and out of
Halifax, N. S., June 23. Heads of sive trifles, many not costing more
the green timber and the "burns" the police departments of a majority than $3, but they are very effective.
until you come to the top of Eik. So of the large cities of the Dominion Some are made with a yoke, others
in front,
p.nHlual Is the ascent that you do not were present here today when the merely have a pleated frill
are
of
them
but
all
the
Chief
of
convention
comparatively
annual
ninth
now
are
;:e
mounting
high you
of Canada simple. As a ru'ie they are developi'iiA shoulder of the peak ia gatn-m- a Constables' association
order
the
to
was
called
president, ed in the shadow lace, which is efby
over
look
the
backward
you
These lace blouses
I
jno've traversed and down on Chief Carpenter of Edmonton. The fective and cheap.
esiit peak in the distance.
But sessions will continue several days, are a very desirable addition to the
miwrJ vo'i mi'Bt so to the very during which time the members will wardrobe. They can be relied upon
crown of VJk and there a new world exchange opinions on a wide variety to add a finishing touch to many a
would be confi:ii!i'5 to view the grand basin of of subjects relating to the work and gown which otherwise
of
out
date.
sidered
of
the
They are made
police.
hummed on every side by methods
p.,, :',-York,
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in various styles and may be had at

all prices
Linen skirts will be worn a great
deal during the summer. The plain,
narrow, close fitting garments, with
pearl buttons in front, are still favored. With them a variety of shirtwaists are worn. Some are blouses
pure and simple, with a sailor collar.
Others are plain shirtwaists, open at
the throat and given a finish in front
by a carelessly knotted tie of the
same soft colored silK.
Buttons are much in evidence this
season. They are used on the front
and the back of gowns, wherever
there is any excuse for them. Indeed
they are now seen even where there
Is really no excuse for their existence. Last season they were popular to a great extent, although a certain fitness was observed in their
use.
Just now, however, they are
sewn in the most Impossible places,
distinctly as ornaments or trlfmlngs. j
They may be of any material. Ivory
effects made of celluloid in the form
of acorns, the top of which Is in color,
are offered. They should harmonize
with the costume, however.
They
come in blue, lavender and
many
other colors-an- d
shades and also in
white and black
This is the season of tulle or, tine
net. It is used on hats to replace the
aigrette; and balls of black and white
tulle, mounted at the end of a supple wire and used as pompons are
seen. Hats are softened in putline
by Innumerable folds of the airy material; and now that the veil is less
obligatory and is so often dispensed
with, a scarf-liklength of net is
often worn by Parisian women, which,
passing under the chin, is thrown
over the left shoulder in the back.
Now that women are supposed In
the afternoon to drop street suits for
the more elaborate toilette, the cloak
has become an absolutely indispensable accessory to the wardrobe.
Cloaks come in every style, from the
simple coat to the elaborately draped
garment. Some are short to the knee
while others come down to the edge
of the skirt, which In this case Is only
seen through the opening left in front
Almost a'll, even
by the draperies.
traveling cloaks, are made with ki
mono sleeves, hich have become oh
ligatory as accompanying the elbow
sleeves of the gown. These cloaks
are draped with as much care as the
Skirts. Some have a sketchy outline
resembling the panniers of the olden
times. They are finished without col
lar, or with round short collars, some
of which are pointed on the shoulders. But the large square collars
falling low in the back are no longer
fashionable.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
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Driving: suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving- a washing- machine it will do a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while yoti 'sit down and "take it easy " It can be made to knead
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, ' never complaining: of
its surroundings, and never demanding- half holidays and "evenings out." Our power
is "on" every minute of the year t;he Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.
-

.

The Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
rg.;C?7T,'- - ,T.'S-'!-

feeders $5.758; bulls 5.757.25;
calves $69.50.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market 10
cents higher. Lambs $78; yearlings
$56.25; wethers ?4.505.40; ewes
$45.25; stockers and feeders $3

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

1,050

4.50.

e

,

BIG

TURNFEST

IN

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 25. Rains in the
spring crop belt led to weakness to
day In the price of wheat. Bears laid
particular stress on a dispatch asserting that near Aberdeen, S. D., in the
worst of the drought district, there
had been a downpour of one Inch.

Flattering European harvest prospects counted also against the bulls.
to
The opening was
Telephone or call and we will have our demon--.trato- r
to
lower. September started at 90
a loss of Vz to , touched 90
show you
90,
V2,
The
then sank to
net
close was firm with September
?
Las Vegds Automobile & Machine; Co
higher at 91.
which
opened
September corn,
Ph.ne Main 344.
to 60, sagWhalen, & Fowler Props
to Vi cent lower at 60
ged to 60. The close was firm at
61
above
for September,
last night.
September oats started a shade to iows: Pork $20.67; lard $11.32;
Oats, July 40; September 41;
easier at 40 to 41 and fell to ribs $11.7511.77. The closing quo- December 42.
Ji
40
.
tations were as follows:
Pork, July $20.80; September $20.60.
Provision felt the effect of a drop
Wheat, July 90; September 91;
Lard, July $11.10; Sept. $11.30;
in the price of hogs. First sales va- December
October $11.35.
ried from last night's level to 5 cents
Corn, July 60; September
Ribs, July $11.70; Sept. $11.75:
October $11.60.
lower, with September options as fol- - December 58. ,.,

9090.

93.

61;

DENVER

What promises to
be the most successful' turnfest eVer
held by the North American Gymnas- tic union began in Denver today and
will continue until the first of next
week. In honor of the occasion the
business section of the city Is gor
geously decorated with flags and bunting combining the national colors of
the United States and GerniHiiy. Thirty thousand or more visitors are expected here during the meet'. Over
firoOO
active turners will participate
un .i.iii r , 1,11 o alii i;a:iiuii"11".
The athletic contests and gymnastic
ehibitlona will lake place m the
great stadium recently completed
here. In addition to these exhibitions
there will be contests in singing and
oratory. Historical pageants, with
scores of magnificent floats and hundreds of beautifully costumed men and
women, with brilliant electrical effects, will occupy the evenings during the festival.
At the conclusion of the turnfest
the thousands of visitors will start on
sightseeing excursions to Pikes Peak,
the Garden of the Gods, the Royal
Gorge, Glenwood Springs, and other
Colorado resorts and places of interest. Many of the eastern visitors will
make the trip to the Pacific coast before returning to their homes.
Denver, June 25.
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Come in While Stocks Arc Complete,
We Do As We Advertise.

STOCK

Kansas City, June 25. Hogs, receipts 11,000. Market 5 'cents lower.
Bulk, $S.6o8.70; heavy $S.608.70;
packers and butchers $S.firS.72V3;
lights $8.G58'.75; piga $7.258.25.
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steady
to 10 cents higher. Trime fed steers
8.408.85; dressed beef steers $7
8.35; western stews $6.508.40;
southern steers $5.758; cows $4.25
7.25; heifers $68.60: Blockers and

,

u
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MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL
25. Com
Ypsilanti, Mich., June
meneement
week at the Michigan
State Normal college ended with the
graduation exercises this morning.
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PERSONALS
Maurice Back of Mora was a bus!-- "
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Guy Buxton of El Cuervo came in
this morning and will be a visitor
in Las Vegas for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Lowe of Atlanth,
:ia., came in last night and will t
Visitors in Las Vegas for a few days.
David Henden returned last night
frnio Los Alamos, Colo., where he has
been for the past few days visiting
relatives.
.
Paul Herlson of Omaha came in yes-- j
terday afternoon and will be a business
visitor in Las Vegas for the coming
few days.
.
Miss Alice Coors is home from Law'

'

M. A. Van iiouten of Shoemaker
came in this afternoon for a short
business visit.
, ... a, ....
,
L. A. Nohr of Watroua came in this
morning for a few days' business visit
in Las Vegas.
John Stein came in this afternoon
fronv Albuquerque for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Miss Delia Mclntyre returned last
night from Albuquerque where she has
been on a short visit.
Joe Velasquez came in last night
from Albuquerque for a short visit
with friends in Las Vegas.
George H. IJunker left this afternoon for Santa Fe where he will be
on business for a short time.
Miss Beatrice Regensberg returned
this afternoon from Indiana where she
has been for the pact few weeks on a
'
visit.
Mrs. W. L. Crockett of' El Pas;o came
in this afternoon, and will remain in
Las Vegas for a few days, visiting re'
latives and friends.
Dr. J'. E. Elder and F. V. Zuimby,
two well known men of Albuquerque,
came in this afternoon from the Duke
City for a short business visit.
Jerry Unsell of Spokane, Wash., left
last, night for his home after having
been a visitor with relatives and
friends in Las Vegas for the past few

Piaciuo Beltran, who is employed
in hte office of County Assessor
Sanchez has gone his home in

HE

Ma-f.u-

Sanchez to spend a few days.
Miss Tessle Brennan left last night
for Fresno, Calif., in company with
Mrs. Mary Griffith and Miss Mary
Griffith, her sister and niece, respectively, who have been visiting here.
Miss Brennan has been in Las Vegas
for several months and has. a large
number of friends here.
,
Mrs. .J. s. McLeod of Boston left this
fro m Albuquerque for a short busines-been the guest of her parents, Mr',
and Mrs. J. Detterick, for the past few
days. Mrs. McCleod is well known in
Las Vegas and is a talented vocalist.
During her stay in Las Vegas, on different occasions, she entertained her
friends with vocal selections.

BOOSTING

WHEN ON YOUR VACATION
i

EDUCATIONAL

t

you want to carry your funds in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from
loss or thefts CONVENIENCE cashable anywhere in the world. These require"
ments are to be found only in TRAVELER'S CHECKS, issued in amounts of $10,
$20, $50 and SlOO and sold by

1EET1NG
STATE SUPERINTENDENT URGES
TEACHERS TO ATTEND N. E. A.
CONVENTION

j

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
rence, Kansas, where she has been
York,- - June
New
Kan25Speculators
for the past winter attending the
were undecided as to- - the immediate
sas university.
trend of' the market, and trading was
Mr. and Mrs. James Scott of San
hesitating during the morning. Prices
Diego, Calif., drove In this morning in
remained almost, stationary alter the
an Overland auto enroute from San
slight, advance of the first hour and
Diego to Ohio.
the
busiH.
a
of
J.
El Paso was
Grant
subsequent recession.
With the pressing demand from the
ness visitor in Las Vegas today. Mr.
Ehorts satisfied there was nothing furGrant represents a well known busither to sustain the market, and little
ness house of El Paso.
Mrs. James Abercrombie of Anton- difficulty was encountered In obliterat
chico left today for her home after days.
ing the early rise. Reassuring news
who
D.
K.
Mrs.
Dr.
Goodall,
and
treatment
In
been
from abroad regarding the progress of
having
undergoing
St. Anthonys sanitarium for seveial were wedded recently in Denver, re- the London settlement failed to have
turned this afternoon from Canada a stimulating effect.
weeks.
in
Max Krause came in last night from where they have been on their wedBuying of the ITarrlman stocks
Mora and will be a business visitor ding trip.
the early trading was based on the
Mrs. W. W. Sides and son of .Los idea that the government would aphere for a few days. He states that
the residents of Mora are planning a Angeles came in yesterday evening prove the dissolution plan, including
big celebration on the Fourth of July. from their home and will remain in the trusteeship for the Southern PaciWilliam Blank left last night for hiH Las Vegas for a few days as the guests fic stock not turned over to the Pennhome at Winthrop, Iowa. Mr. Blank of Mr. and Mrs. John Cadi'Xan.
sylvania. Bonds were irregular.
has been a visitor in Las Vegas and I George Burks of El Paso' .caine in i Some innuirv developed for the
a few days' visit with grain carriers when reports came into
vicinity for the past two weeks. He last night for
in
friends
Las
Vegas. Burks states the street of much needed rains in
a
near
has ranch,
here which has been
the weather in El Paso is the some sections of the wheat and corn
occupying his attention during his stay that
warmest that has been known for sev-- ' belts. Union Pacific, Northern Facl
,
here.
fie and Missouri Pacific reaped the
Mr. and Mrs. James Morrison' and eral years..;".':
Thirty-eigh- t
recruits and previous most benefit from the .demand, which
son drove in this morning in a Stude-bake- r
auto enroute from San Diego, iervice soldiers from Fort Logan, was extremely light in other quarters
W. A. Na- Technical conditions seemed to gov
Calif., to Montreal. They Mopped in Colo., in charge ofSergeant
after- em the
this
here
Las Vegas only for a short time and gel, passed through
improvement to a large ex
1 en route from
on
No.
train
noon
tent.
Lack of offerings in the needs
then left on their way to Colorado, in
to the Philippine Islands, of the short Interests caused a rally-tFort
Logan
Clarkson
the
with
company
party.
j
Mr. and Mrs. R. Clarkson drove In
the day's best figure. Dealings In
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas gov- Ithls morning from their home in Bel-- I the Harrimah group were restricted,
eminent nursery came in this morning
in an Overland auto
pending news of the outcome of the
for a short business visit in Las Ve- lingham, Wash.,
enroute
from their home to Montreal. Washington conference on f.fie dissolu
states
He
the
mountains
that
gas.
made the trip thus far with tion plan.
are taking on a pretty color since the They have
but have found difficult
little
accident,
The market closed heavy. The at
recent rains and that tourists from all
roads in places along the route. They tcrney general's announcement at
state
are
in
of
the
the
parts
taking
left this morning fp T'nidad.
Washington that a satisfactory plan
scenery.
Miss May Raynolds, Miss Edith Gor- - for the dissolution of the Harriman
Rev. R. C. Jackson of Colorado
rell of Xew Hampshire and Joshua property apparently had been agreed
Springs left this afternoon for his
this afternoon for El on failed to stimulate the list, which
home after having been a business Raynolds left
and will spend the coming sum- - weakened toward the close.
Paso,
in
visitor
Las. Vegas for the past few
near that city.
ni'eF'in''11ie"mfiuiitairis
Advices from abroad that the Balkan
Mr, Jackson formerly was a
days.
Miss Raynolds will return to Las Ve- - allies had clashed influenced some sel
resident of Las Vegas and was at one
vocal selec-- I
ling of the International stocks. Can
time the assistant pastor of the Pres- gas in time to give her
concert that is to be given adian Pacific sagged a point (and the
the
tions
in
byterian church here.
Las Vegas Improvement in other shares was era
Alvin N. White, superintendent of here for the benefit of the
ft
dicated. Union Pacific dipped to 145
public instruction of New Mexico; hospital.'
C. A. Tanton, of Jefferson, MO., came
Miss Manette E. Myers, superintendcompared with 147, the day's highest.
ent of industrial instruction, and R. in last night and will be a business The last sales weer as follows:
It. Larkin came in last night from visitor here for a short time. He is Amalgamated Copper
Thief as- - Sugar
106
Bernalillo and will be visitors in Las representing the
96
Vegas for the coming few days. They eociatioh and left this morning for Atchison
will attend the closing exercises of Mineral Hill where he will organize a Reading
157
the San Miguel county teachers' in- - branch of that association. This is Southern Pacific
95
145
stltute, which occurs this week. Mr. the first organization of this kind that Union Pacific
White will visit the institute at Mora has been started In New Mexico, and United States Steel
63
before returning to his home in Santa is meeting with success all over the United States Steel, pfd..
104
Fe.
'? state.
-

State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N. White, who is here
today visiting the San Miguel county
teachers' institute, is working hard to
secure a large New Mexico delegation
to the meeting of the National Educa
tion association, which jyill be held
in Salt Lake City early next month.
Mr. White has sent literature to create interest in the meeting to every
town and city in the state. A number
of his letters are published today in
the official news column from Santa
Fe. Mr. White's desire is to make
the schools of New Mexico as efficient
as is possible, and he is working hard
to attain that end. Prom his office
ttyere goes forth a constant stream of
correspondence on school matters,
showing that the state superintendent
and his force are always hard at work.
Secretary W. II.. Stark of the Las
Vegas Commercial club has accepted
Mr. White's invitation to supply an
exhibit for the New Mexico departx
ment at the meeting in Salt Lake
City. Pictures and literature descrip
tive of the country about Las Vegas
will be sent. The state education de
partment intends to have In Salt Lake
City a comprehensive display, depict
ing the many attractions and advant
ages of New Mexico.
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arranged. At present Kid Payo will
act as training partner for Johnnie
Dundee and later go to Los Angeles
with the Italian fighter.
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5111,000.00

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H, Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

TODArslASEBALL
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National

Leaiue

FIRST NATIONAL BAN!

at Cincinnati; clear.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis; cloudy.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia; cloudy.
Chicago,

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

First game

New York, June 25.

M.

R. H. E.
1 5,2
Boston
0
5 9
New York
Batteries: Rudolph and Whaling;
Demare and Meyers, Hartley.

Capital,

American League
at Chicago; rain.
Philadelphia at Washington; two
t '
games.
at
New
York
.,
Boston; cloudy.
Cleveland at Detroit; cloudy.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits'

Interest Paid on

American Association.
Louisville at Columbuo; clear.
Indianapolis at Toledo; cloudy.
Kansas City at St. Paul; cloudy.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis; cloudy.

HERE

$100,000

$35, (X

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

St. Louis

WILLING TO

MEET YOAKUM

t
!

SUMMER

Tim

Deposits

EXCURSIONS

fO

'

I

Anti-Hors-

e

j

SOLDIERS

PLAN

BIG

TIME.

Gettysburg, June 25. By arrange
ments completed in the veterans'
camp today It will be possible for the
old' soldiers of the north and south
to find each other at Gettysburg
next week with ease' If the person
Is anywhere in the camp.
Under the direction ov the officers
In charge, 14 Information
bureaus
will be established at various parts
of the camp. The local committees
of every command will be known here
and a small army of boy scouts will
conduct the veterans to the tent
where their quest will be satisfied.
Every day sees tlie old soldlors
coming In for the celebration, and
today among the arrivals was Lieutenant W. H. Wright, who walked
the entire distance from Winchester,
Va., since June 9. Many others are
known to be walking here for the
celebration.

Those who have had cakes ruined by jarring jjie
REFUSES TO TALK
stove, slamming the oven door or a heavy footstep," may
Washington, June 25. When asked
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such about the insistent report that United
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven States Attorney Attwell of Dallas,
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the Tex., had been asked td resign, Attor
ney General McReynolds today declin
motion of the train.
To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains the raise until the dough is
baked through.
Dining Car Chefs have found a baking powder exactly suited
K C and you will find it just as well suited to
your requirements. K C is really a blend of two baking powders,
one active as soon as moistened, the other requiring both moisture and heat to start the generation of leavening gas. Nomaticr
how moist and rich you make your cake, K C Baking Powder will
sustain the raise until a crust is formed and all danger of falling

to their needs in

ispa;t.

(

K C Baking Powder is
pure and healthful. It Is guaranteed
under ad pure food laws, and is guaranteed to please you. And it

isso.J at a reasonable price no baking powder should sell for more.
64
7ry a enn ot p- -r r I '!,- - Ip convinced.

ed to discuss the question, and said
that any announcement must come
from Mr. Attwell.

Western League
Denver at Omaha; cloudy.
Lincoln at Sioux City; clear.
Wichita at Des Moines; cloudy.
St Joseph at Topeka; c'tear.

LIGHTWEIGHT FIGHTER REPLIES
TO PROMOTER O'MALLEY'S
TELEGRAfo.

o

ALL

American League.
he would meet any lightweight in the
3;
At Washington Washington,
country here and that he would Use New York, 0.
to meet Leach Cross when the 'latter
At Chicago St. Louis, 8; Chicago,
returns from California. O'Malley
0.
will try to make
arrangements to
Detroit,
At Detroit Cleveland,
match. Newman with Cross if there is
any possible chance, hut st the pres!J
ent a bout between Newman and
Western
League.
Stanley Yoakum is occupying his at
At OmahaOmaha, 9; Detroit, 9.
tention.
!j
At Des Moines Wichita, 5; Des
Yoakum Is anxious to meet New!
man again, and has stated that If Moines, 4.
j
Sioux
Sioux
19;
At
Lincoln,
City
will
him
win
he
Newman will fight
6.
by a knockout and not merely by a City,
!j
decision as he did once before.
The present plans are to stage the
1
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
bout on June 24, during the state e&
11
campmenf, but no articles have teen
National League.
signed'.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
Newman stated that if Chavez won Philadelphia
.C85
17
37
his battle with Dell he would be New York
.607
34
22
matched with perhaps two more west
.545
30
25
Brooklyn
ern fighters and then go to Kansas
28
32
,533
Chicago
Kid Payo of El Paso is anx
City.
32
.458
2?
Pittsburgh
lous to get a bout with Chavez, and
32
.429
.24
...
Boston
a bout between these boys may be 1st.
.417
35
4--

...21

Cincinnati

39

American League.
Won Lost
15
43
Philadelphia
24
Cleveland
...40
28
34
Washington ...
27
31
Boston
34
31
Chicago ... ,
40
....23
Detroit
43
25
St. Louis
42
New York
.....17Club

Age is a condition
a matter of years.
When the body is

not

heal-

thy, one feels young;;""

It's a matter of right
living:

principally right

food.

if rape-run- s mi
f

i

.

FOOD

TO TESTIFY.

Washington, June 25. Robert S.
Lovett, chairman of the board of the
Union Pacific railroad, .will testify
before the Beuate lobby committee
at 8 o'clock tonight regarding alleged
efforts of "lobbyists" to secure employment from him to Influence of1
ficial action
Washington on the
Union Tacific ;.erger dissolution.
Subscribe for The Optic.

is a rejuvenator. It contains in correct proportions the true food ele-

Tickets are first class ood for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please

-

call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCH ELOR., Agent

Try an

Club

Topeka
Wichita

'.288

36

27
28

.571

29

.547
.510

...

.

.556

.413

23'

3D

.371

22

44

.333

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Oid management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at. Murpkcy's or Plaza hotel.

-

f

TOMORROW
Y. M. C. A.

at the

Boys' class 4:30 o'clock.

'

.523

.677

....2G

V

.394

Pet.

29
37

U

.625

20

35
35
34

Li

.548
.534

...42

Des Moines
Sioux City

for rebuilding body and

"There's a Reason"

Uf

.741

Western League.
Won Lost

Denver
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Omaha

Ad. in The Optic's

Pet.

"
'

f

it

.350

ments required by Nature
Brain.

n

(Pueblo . . 11 cn
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs SI 3.70
(Denver, . . Jdii.OO

25

Louis

"HARVEY'S"
LOVETT

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

I

Younjj

M IS

0.

In reference to a bout to be staged
In Las Vegas Newman stated that

Can Feel

15

IN COLORADO

n

Charles
promoter of
O'Malley,
things fistic, today received word
from Louis Newman to the effect
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
that he and Benny Chavez had re
rougn-eto
after
Trindad
turned
National League.
having
it in the mountains for a few days,
At Boston Philadelphia, 8; Boston,
Newman says that Chavez is looking 5.
better now than ever before and that
At New York New York, 4; Brookhe expects the Xrinidadite to put lyn, o.
;
Dell out early in their right on July
At St. Louis St. Louis, 1; Chicago
4.

POINTS

4

f

-

fi
SankFe, N. H.
arid ;retiirn.M. P'luyii

msfian

i!iiic!eavGr

onveiition and C;::rvv
School Association
July 1st to 6th Inc!:::?.
-

Tickets on sale Jr,:tc
"3rd inc.. final rcti:;:s
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LAS VEGAS DAILY bPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1913.
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feet deep, and the impact niu
LOBBlf RESTAURANT AND CAFF
thrown up ice 200 feet to 300 feet high.
"Our worst experience was In Octo
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
ber, when the western party was laid
up 17 days in a bllzzar", the longest on
record. Personally, I had never before
experienced one of more than nine
days. It is difficult to Imagine what
It meant for three men to be impris
oned in a tent six feet across, which
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4. -. o. O. MOOSE Meets second JU
got gradually smaller with the piled
A. M. Regular comroom
fourtb Thursday evenlnt
imi
up snow outside. There was no
munication first and
and
to
mouth al W. O. W. Hall. VlsitU
to lie straight, nothing
read,
third Thursday ln
1
brothers cisrdially invited. Howard
for 17 days and nights we never under
each
month. Tlaiting
T. Davis, Dictator: J. ThornhilL
outside.
any pretext whatever went
in- brothers
cordially
we
24
spent
the
out
of
Sixteen hours
Secretary.
vlted. Wm. P. Mills,
In Bleep. At the end of the blizzard RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54V
we were as weak as kittens, but it is
TISEMENTS
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
one
soon
up.
picks
how
eveiry firai
extraordinary
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
I have known of cases where a man Flvc cents par tine eacri insertion.
vestrj
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- will gain five or six pounds in weight Estimate tlx
a
to
wordt
line.
ordinary
f ;.lar conclave ec d Tuea- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
after one meal."
No ad to occupy lets ipace than two
(Jan
Isaac Appol
cordially Invited
line. All advartl mntt charged
aonic Tempie at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President;
See
Charieg
Greenclay.
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at epace actua'ly
Klukel, E. C; Chas. Tarn me.
retary
that
Notice is hereby given
any without regard to number of word
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
1.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Meets every Monday evening at
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MASON8 Regvlar con
hall on Sixth street All visit
their
to a penalty of five per centum.
brethren
vocation
ln
first
cordially Invited to at
Monday
lng
Further notice is hereby given, that
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
each
month
Masonic
at
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
published of the pubho sale of all
O.
H.
B.
F.
P.;
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
Hubbard,
property upon which taxes of A. D.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truntpe
Blood,
Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
upsuch
for such sale, and
property
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIN a.
on which taxes of 1912 are theD delin
S. Meeta flrat and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
quent, will bd sold as required by the
7:30 p. m. in Mason lo Temple,
Love at Woodmen, of the. World
at
session Laws of 1913.
Mra. J. O. Rutledfflb Wortty Mahall, on the second and fourth
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
tron; Mrt. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
WANTED Reliable girl of good mo
1913.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone, Main, 32.
rals for housework. No other need
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Z. W. Montague, Local
Clerk;
1054
Seventh street.
apply.
Collector, San
Treasurer and
memuers are espeFRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty.
Visiting
Miguel County, N. M.
and cordially
welcome
io2
Moos
at
Monday
cially
every
night
WANTED Competent
stenographer
O. R. C. Hall, on Dougla. avenue.at
and office clerk Answer In own
S o'clock.
NOTICE.
Visiting mmbera are
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
ATTORNEY8
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
WANTED
At
this
nice
office,
two
northern
O. H. Bally, treasurer.
lakes, which are the
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
HUNKER & HUNKER
most of th group of Kroenlgfs lakes
5 cents per pound.
Hunker Chester A. Ha
H,
George
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Attorneye-at-Laor
-o
allowed
hunt
will
be
person
fourth Tuesday evening of each
New Men- Las Vegas.
fish upon this property except mem
month Elks home on Ninth street
bers of the club, and all persons go
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- PIANO FOR SALE On account of
show
to
must
be
there
ersare cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
prepared
ing
DENTISTS
traveling will sell beautiful $400
a membership card in this organizaJ. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConIano chea for cash, used three
tion. Otherwise they will be arrestdon, Secretary
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTa
months. Call and see it. 508 Main
ed for trespassing,
Crockett Building.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
COUN- Office
KNIGHTS OF C0LUMBU8,
Mi
Telephone
1913 Model motorcycles
FOR
SALE
AND FISHING GLTJB.
CIL NO. 804. Meeta aecond and House Telephone
Mala )
and motor boats at bargain prices
fourth Thursday ln O. R. C. Hall,
all makes, brand new machines, on
Plonker building.
Visiting memDR. F. B. HUXMANN
ear payment plan. Get our propo
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Dentist
sition before buying or you will re
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Devlne, G. K.; Irank Angel, F. 8.
of any description
work
Dental
also
AMD
gret it,
bargains ln used motor
moderate prices.
cycles; Write us today. Enclose
SIGN PAINTING
NO.
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main i
LODGE
DORADO
EL
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
PY
KNIGHTS
OF
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
N. O.
11, Trenton. Mich.
TH I AS Meets ev
429 GRAND AVE.
ery Monday even Professional Health Culture for Ladl
'
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
lng ln Castle Hall
Visiting
Knighti General Massage, Hair and Scat
LOCAL TIME CARD
ROOMS
FOR RENT No health
are cordially lnvlt Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcur
seekers need apply. Call White
fed.
Plaza Hotel.
Chas Llebacfi
Kitchen.
EAST BOUND
Chancelloi Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
aer,
Arrive
Commander. Harry
Bepan
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
2
9:16
No.
9:10 p. m
of Records and
Martin,
ry
Keeper
511 Ninth street.
Subscribe for The Optic.
4
11:05 p.
m
No.
11:05
Seal.
400
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GLACIER

which embraces all these trades, was
only recently organized, but Its
extends all through the city FRANK WILD RECOUNTS EXPERIENCES ON A FLOATING FIELD
an dit is quiet likely that the strike
OF POLAR ICE
will spread. It Is believed that evenwill
be
to
forced
the
employers
tually
The first account has reached this
give in and that means, of course,
of the experiences of Frank
country
that the unfortunate consumers will
Wild and seven companions, all less
have to foot the bill.
than 30 years old. who. forminsr the
making a total of 119. There were
8econd
base of Dr. Douglas Mawson's
of
a
new
form
found
New
York
has
also 227 interior moving picture shows
Antarctio
to
the
expedition, with charactersand
entertainment,
young
folks)
and 38 open air picture shows, making
tic pluck chose to be landed on a mov
2C5 in all. The total number of plac- who are compelled to remain in town
es of amusement in Manhattan was during the summer months it will no ing Antarctic glacier rather than return
doubt be made welcome. It is called to Australia. A year later they were
3S4.
Did you ever; do It? rescued with great difficulty by Cap
"cabareting."
No?
then
Well
you are out of fash- tain Davis of the relief ship Aurora.
Any doubt the fire department may
ion.
In
the New York res- The chief result of their exploration
of
many
out
to
put
Iiave had of being able
it.
tract of
taurants
is no uncommon thing to was the discovery of a
quickly a fire on any of the 57 floors
350 miles of coast line,
with
land,
of
see
young persons, properly
prob
groups
of the Woolworth building, at Broadto the pole itself, which
ably
way and Park Place, was disposed of chaperoned, sitting at tables sipping has extending
been named Queen Mary's Land,
the other day by a test of the pres- refreshments and enjoying the caba13
Mr.
one
ret
of
the
It
Wild tells the following story
performance.
apparasure systems and
vf
little
his
New
of
known
sidelights
many
party's experiences in the Lon
forced
which
within
the
tus
building,
the water through a
pipe to York hotel and restaurant life. This don News:
We left Mawson at his base in
floor of the tower, high class ot( slumming has gained a
the
where the stream curved over toward strong hold, much to the proprietors" Adelle Land January 19, last year, with
Broadway and showered It like a giant delight, upon those New Yorkers who orders to form a second base on Sa
foor love to sit for a few hours under the bnna Land or Knox Land. The former
fountain. From the
we soon ascertained did not exist, and
a system of hose lines easily carried glitter of the electric bulbs.
Impenetrable pack prevented us from
fell
tfhe streams of water as they
The board of education of New York getting within sixty miles of Knox
earthward and carried the spray over
the general postoffice to Park Row does not favor the employment of Land, with the result that instead of
In the two miles we cruised for 1,300 mile3
and City Hall Parkll, almost to the city married women as teachers
schools
for
and
many
public
and
years and still found no chance of landin
hall. Pedestrians on Broadway
some persons in passing automobiles it was understood that the women February 11 we sighted a glacier,
were drenched with the downpour, employed In that capacity had the which had probably been mistaken by
choice of between remaining single Wilkes for Termination Land, and on
which fell upon them like a heavy
and teaching or marrying and losing the 15th found a lanVg." It looked an
their position as teachers. Some time impossible spot. It was clearly a mov
ago the court of appeals decided that ing glacier, and its terrible cliffs
resiMuch Interest on. the part of
the board of education had no right to hundred feet high were badly broken.
secHollow
dents of the entire Sleepy
a woman from Its service
"I fully realized the possibility of
tion and visitors to the scenes of discharge
she
married and this decision Its breaking away, but thought the
because
disis
romances
Irving's
Washington
greatly weakened the position of the
I asked
played in the death of the ancient board in this matter. The mere fact risk worth taking; However,
wer
if
all
Manor.
they
people
my
separately
and
Tree
Phillipse
Treaty
that a woman teacher married could willing to land, and trusting in my
This mammoth chestnut, some d
no longer be used as a reason for dis- judgment they cheerfully consented.
feet, in cireumfence at Its base, has
on a fast
charging her, hut in most cases it was
ijcen slowly dying for a year or more, not difficult to find' some other excuse We had thought of landing
floe, five or six years old, which we
and the only signs of life remaining
her. Quite recently a had seen some days previously, hut
now are two or three clusters of leaves for dismissing
woman teacher was dismissed because
or we should have
among its giant branches. It bravely she absented herself from her duties fcrutnately did not,
all been lost Landing our hut and
withstood the ravages of the disease
to give birth to a child. Now the ques stores, and hoisting them up this dan
which has destroyed practically all the
tion is to be thrashed out in the courts
clpstnut trees throughout the east whether the board of education has a gerous cliff, was a long and difficult
to
die
one
business, and our next care was tc
ai d is probably the last
to dismiss a woman teacher on move them from the broken edge to a
right
Tarry-tewthe
and
Hollow
in the Sleepy
account of her becoming a mother.
we
snot 640 yards distant, where
sections.
hut.
our
forest
erected
TbAs monarch of the primeval
"During these operations the whole
has beeu known in history as the
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Treaty Tree" from the fact alleged by local applications, as they cannot party worked 14 hours a day, and six
the ear. days after the Aurora had departed
that under its branches the last treaty reach the diseased portion of
cure
deaf' we were able to leave our tents and
to
one
is
There
way
only
was made between the whites and the
ness, and that is by constitutional
Inhabited
who
Wequadoqueck Indians
Deafness Is caused by an occupy the hut. During this period
remedies.
c
the temperature varied 40 degrees,
the Sleepy Hollow territory. It is
Inflamed condition of the mucous
of the Eustachian Tube. When dropping as low as minus 15 Fahren
alleged that under Us romantic
a run- heit. We covered 185 miles in dragp.
shade Washington Irving wrote his fa- this tube is inflamed you have
and
or
sound
hearing,
8
Imperfect
2:10 .'
ning
2:05 a. m
mous story "The Headless Horse- when It Is entirely closed, deafness Is ping stores between the glacier edge No.
2:18
10.
1:45
No.
..
m.....
Phil-tips- e
p.
we
in
next
which
is
morning
man," the scene of
the result, and unless the Inflamma- and the hut. The
WEST BOUND
Manor. Although the Treaty tion can be taken out and this tube made preparations for sledging, but
1
1:46 p.
No.
1:20 p. m
hearnormal
to
Its
condition,
were detained until the middle of
Tree Is now practically dead it will restored
will be destroyed forever; nine
a.
3
6:16
a.
No.
6:10
m.....
ing
15
snowdrifts
to
be
preserved cases out of ten are caused by Ca- March by blizzards and
not be felled, but is
7
4:30 p. ,
4:20 p. m
No.
A
the
all
meantime
In
the
Manor
company.
feet
deep.
hy the Phillipse
tarrh, which is nothing but an Inflam
7:00 p.
9
6:35 p. m
flowering ed condition of the mucous surfaces. sea ice blew away, leaving us with a No.
number of long trailing
Dollars
One
Hundred
We
will
which
Its
about
give
vines have been planted
perpendicular glacier edge, up
case of Deafness (caused by it was
fcase which cover the tree completely. for any
impossible for penguins or
cured
cannot
be
by
catarrh) that
The Treaty Tree stands almost in the Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu- - seals to reach, and for five months
we had to depend entirely on tinned
center of the Phillipse Manor proper- - j!ars rreei
& CO., Toledo, Ohio. foods.
in
CHENEY
and
F.
river
J.
Hudson!
to
the
close
ty
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
We soon found it impossible to go
full view from Broadway or the old
TTM
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- road.
on, ana turned nacK ior nome. wuen
Albany post
This
pation.
two miles from our hut another blizSilver
The other day a boy was born to TO SAVE HISTORIC CATHEDRAL zard held us up; one tent collapsed
and its three occupants were unable
O.eorge G. Maines, a real estate operNew Orleans, June 25. Letters were
3S hours.
-iuse
ator and leader of the progressive par- mailed to 100,000 Catholics In the par- to move or get food for
was
winter
The
very bad, with con
ty in Poughkeepsie, who eloped two ish of New Orleans today calling on
stant gales, but we managed to keep
EMPRESS
jear3 ago with Miss Moe Zimmerman, members of the church for contribu- well and
cheerful. (We had a regular
Glen
at
the
a
student
of Flint, Mich.,
tions to repair the historic St. Louis routine, meals at stated hours, work
FLOUR
T:Jen seminary at Poughkeepsie. The
Cathedral In this city. One hundred in morning and afternoons oft, and
nev--,t
tirth of this child would probably
thousand dollars is needed to save the we amused ourselves with hockey,
have attracted attention were it old
It s giving you
structure, which threatens to col- football and skiing in fine weather,
riot for the fact that the boy enters
lapse.
and chess, draughts and cards- when
a ' present for doupon life under rather unusual condi
in
was
cathedral
The
completed
out.
venture
to
unable
Every Sunday
tion. All the boy has to do to earn 1794.
ing sometliing
It was a gift to the city from I conducted divine service in the morna handsome little fortune by the time Andres Almonaster
on
His
Roxas.
esseny
you d do uny
"Ma TYiftinHtv ta in live tO
ing and we did nothing except
i,
u.
w
iufcB- we
In
work.
tial camp
again
August
way wnen you
that age and to fulfill certain not very,'
that a mass he sa,d eachSunda;-christene- made preparations for sledging, one
onerous conditions. The boy
learn how Much
afternoon for the repose of his soul. party of three going eastward and anCharles and at the end of
EMPRESS
Betfer
During the 119 years that have inter- other to the west. The latter surveyfive years the name of Durant wui hp
"
FLOUR really is.
ed all the coast line to the point
will get $1.00" at thatp"'-- "
service. Owing to the present reached by the German expedition of
rfve
name
Made by GERyears later the
condition of the cathedral 1902. The western parry did most of
Hearst will be added and another $1,-- ; dangerous
MAN PROCESS
say th.s mass each Sunday its traveling on land at an altitude of
dOO will he forthcoming. When he Is;"
No
other
lives.
their
at
of
risk
the
thousand feet
ONE COUPON FROM
r, war old the name Elbert will he, Persons are allowed to enter the two or three were
"Blizzard8
very severe, one
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Btldea and also another $1,000. 'When;
building.
STAMPS
FIVE
exceptionally bad one split a tent ami
he has reached the age of w years me As were all the old
buildings in New caused the others to collapse. We
and
BRINGS YOU THE
name Hubbard will be added,
the foundations of the
SPOON
IT 'S
thug witnout 8i,eiter in a
when he la 21 Sague will be added. Orleans,
were
laid on cypress sleepers. mUe an hQur win(J
v:e
GENUINE W!il.
five
For
accrued
with
days
$20,000
Will
he
get
Then
So Ions as these sills lay below
ROGERS &
tlle:lay ln a COVered hole 12 feet by six
interest from his father.
SONS' A A
permanent water level they did not feet by three feet. At intervals awful
STANDARD
drainage avalanches crashed down from a
t
liv-- - rot but with the improved
It Is not only the high cost of
water
recent
cf
the
permanent
SILVER
us.
years
from
hundred
four
cliff
yards
r.g that worries a great many people
level ha3 been carried far below the while
giant bowlders of ice, weighing
in Greater New York, but also the
old logs, which have rotted and allow- 20 tons, came to within a hundred
of
cost
The
dying
cost
of
dying.
cf II
iigh
d kr MII V uI I -.
at a ed the waifs to Bottle.
i
yards of our hole, which three months
!!S increased year after year
CP.EY
(STER- 13 the opinion
of Archbishop later was itself engulfed.
n
rate end there is every prob-- It
FINISH
LING)
... - .... .Mn1,n irtfrli Blenk that there will be no difScuUy
"The ice we met with on the expeiiity tnat St win go up
it
S3
in
the
$100,003 needed,
raising
ditions was by far the worst I have
Seven hundred
Uie near future.
EMPRESS
will requira only one dollar from each ever seen. On our glacier this was
,;fnrii chlselem. vault constructors,
tr. make up the
the
trember
of
parish
between
collisions
Island
of
result
on
can be ol
the
toultt-toiKcutters
...!
'
Long
partly
entire sum.
more quickly moving masses and our
:ve er.r.e on a ptrike for more pay
tained in thU city from
own. These collisions had torn creThe In-ul a Saturday half holiday.
vasses more than 300 feet wide and
Subscribe for The Optic.
ALL
;;.. itonnl Monument Workers' union,
New York, June 25 Visitors coming to New York City should have no
difficulty in finding some piace where
they can find amusement. According
to the records of the Manhattan Building bureau, which Is in charge of ail
amusement places, there were in Manhattan on May 21 last 113 regular
theaters and six under construction,
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For Rant

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil'.
Phone Purple 5301.

.

PRIVATE board.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
....20c per

200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
"I had a terrible pain
Mass., says:
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago-- and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O
G. Schaefer and
Red
Cross Drug

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG

U A

25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per

100 lb.
100 Iba.
100 Iba.
100 Iba.
100

Ibt.

PURA COMPANY

tiarvesters, atorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities of Whleh Have Made Las Vega Famoua.

,

",.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Store--

-

The Brilliant Stars of June
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning

I

"jy

f

stars, but

Foley's Honey and Tar
is at all times the "Star'
medicine for coughs, colds, crouo and
whooping cough. A cold In'june is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneu
monia as at any other time, but not If
Foley's Honey aiid Tar Compound U
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

Psts

Compound

J

600-foo-

I

'

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Binders
add. search out the people to whom among al!
who MIGHT BBY tho particular thlag It worth most.

Classified

When the baby is suffering tbe dou
hie affliction of hot weather and bow
el disorders, the remedy needed if

those

the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 2fic and 50c per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co.

who reads the ads.

McGEE'S

f

GROCER

i

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
...
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Grand Ave.

-

m

--

710

NOTICE.

-

ttof

CnYCTAL iGE

The Deep Lake Hunting and
1
club has leased the lake known
as the- Deep 'lake, which is located
south of the La Jara rake of this
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allbwed to hunt or fish upon this
Phone Main 227
property except members of the club,
and all persons going there must be WW
prepared' to show a membership card
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
FISHING CLUB.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
f you

was8

waaaiiiH

Miscellaneous

For YOU!

.

A

COLUM

BABY ELIXIR.

It reduce?

No norson need hesitate to take Fo
ley Kidney Pills on the ground th:n
they know not what is in them. Foley
e k,o. guarantee mem to oe a pure

curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities.
They do not contain
habit forming drugs. Try them. O
G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store

That property you w&ot to sell is WORTH MOST to Kawi
1
nd would never
hear J
this newspaper
your property unless It were ftgvertlsed here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper waat t
are anxious to pay eaaa. for) books, automobiles, nsed machine y
and furniture, artlcloa of tssefulness of any sort, and nn: .!')
truments.
As the elMsiflei ads. are read by all poslhle buyeis, of all
mt H&f
slble sorts f things, they have come to be finders of

a
1

k's.

ii

tt
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its

o
o
o
o
o

prosperity.
This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.
You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.

Spend Your Money
here You flake It.
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First Car Due Now
CANTALOUPES HERE

and

IOC

R

im

1

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAR

"HITS

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In

FRUITS" ;

QUALITY

In Fl vour

I

if

you

want the hignest

CRYSTAL BUTTER
FROM

St,

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
,

G &M

L

Adv.

BIML TEACHES

epomb

r

MJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
t
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

J

nil"

K.

I

J

1

V:

We show the largest stock $
of Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses
SeaKnrj Wax, Parafine Wax

and Jar Rubbers.
WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

MASON JARS

d

"Alka'll Ike' the funniest of Photo
play comedians in a screaming comedy. Photoplay Theater tonight.

FIT I

Pints, per dozen
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen,

$ .75

90

..

1.20

ECONOMY JARS

....$1.05
Pints, per dozen .
1.25
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen ;;. . 1.65
Extra tops, for above, dozen 20o
Extra clamps, for above, doz. 10c

........

SeiJe at Greenbergers
Recently we were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of Job
Silks.
All

qualities in a variety of Colors and Shapes.
Materials which we are offering for a
'

50-65-7-

All new

te

few days

AT

JELLY GLASSES
pints, per dozen ..35c
pints, per dozen . . 40c
Jar Rubbers, per dozen .... 5c
One-thir-

d

One-hal-

f

or 3

for.01mQ(

KLY AT

TIE

ROSEIITHAL

DON'T

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

WAIT

--

COME

EARLY

GREENBERGER

IS

mm

S
BROTHERHOOD
OF LOCOMOTIVE
FIREMEN
AND ENGINEMEN
PREPARED FOR JULY 4.

bowling teams are requested MISS LIVA L1CHTY SAID TO HAVE
1.1
UB
TTW
MlMf.U Ml'
not to forget the bowling game that
BEEN UNITED TO .CLVDE A.
is to be played at the Elks' club to
The Brotherhood of Locomotive
MARSH
morrow night.
- yv i
Firemen and Enginemen are making
Students and faculty of the New final arrangements for their big
Bacharachs backward sale contin
Mexico Normal University are In doubt dance, which is to be given on the
ues.
off all dry goods,
as to whether Miss Liva Lichty, In- evening of the Founn ot July. This
off all silk dresses and
structor in art and vocal music at the dance, which is an annua affair with
off all suits and coats. "The recollec
should receive their sym- this organization, has always proved
A
tion of quality remains long after the institution,
to be one of the biggest balles of tne
upon
being called home because
pathy
is
Bacharach's-price
forgotten."
of the serious illness for her father, or season, and has been attended 'largely
Adv.
Las Vegas citizens. It will oeS-Will provide you ' a vacation this summer.
should be congratulated and wished by
You can save an
affair and1 will be the first
program
celebration
the
much
upon
hour
happiness
two
or
of
out
kitchen
your
Harry Boston, aged 24, of Las
every
day. A DOLLAR A
dance of that kind that has been
of her marriage.
WEEK PUTS ONE IN YOUR KITCHEN.
Vegas, and ivilss Eugenia May Benja
some
for
here
time.
given
Yesterday morning Miss Lichty in
min, aged 18, of Pueblo, were grant
The various committees in charge
the president of the school, of
formed
ed a license to wed yesterday. They
the affair are working hard to
are colored people. Boston has been Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, that she had make this balle a huge success. The
porter at the Gump barber shop for received "a message from City Falls ticket's have been on sale for the
several months. His bride is said Nebraska, informing her that her past week and are selling fast.
father was seriously ill and not ex
to be an excellent musician.
Exclusive Loced Agenls
pected to live. She was given leave
ADVERTISED LETTERS.
A number fit gypsies strolled into of absence, and, after making hasty
Letters remaining uncalled for the
Las Vegas sometime yesterday morn preparations, caught Santa Fe train week ending June 21, 1913:
ing from Albuquerque, where they No. 10 yesterday, presumably for Neb
Petronlto Amijo, Sonora Martina
had been chased out. uuring the raska.
Baca, Mrs. Arrita Baca, John P.
7
whole day they roamea around the
r
Shortly after the departure of the Evans, Emory Griggs, Mrs. Crecenco
city' telling fortunes and. making a train Dr. Roberts was informed that Gonzales, James Johnson, Jack Scales,
We are prepared to make first
loans
on
Las Vegas real
mortgage
disagreeable appearance on the street, Miss Lichty had told friends here that Mrs. E. F. Suggs, Miss Felipe Serna,
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled
and carefully.
promptly
last
left
for
be
Trinidad,
P."
to
night
They
she Intended leaving
married, R.
Williams, Western Sales Co.
much to the pleasure of the citizens but was afraid if she told this to the
When calling for the above please
Why not Invest your money in Las Vegas real estate at
of Las Vegas. One of the gypsy worn' Normal authorities
present
they would refuse ask for "Advertised letters."
We can show you some
prices?
bargains that are bound to make
en weighed over 250 pounds and waB to allow her to leave. Inquiry at the
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
you good money if you will take
advantage of them.
scarcely more than four feet in Santa 'Fe station disclosed the fact
height.
PLAIN FACTS
that Miss Lichty had stated she in
s t
A FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.
That Potter's can serve that next
tended to go to Colorado Springs, and
8
at
at
Paul's
St.
o'clock
Tonight
she made no secret of her destination. party of yours at less expense and
Memorial church will occur the wedIt is understood that Miss Lichty left worry, with the best of service and re
ding of Miss Rachael Dunbar Ward to here to meet Clyde A. Marsh t Colo- freshments than you can. Let us
GEO. A. FLEMING, Prest. and Mgr.
Mr. Lewis H. Peterson of Denver. Fol- rado
Springs, there to be united in quote you prices on any number of 'Main 10
603 Lincoln Avenue.
lowing the ceremony, which will bo marriage to him. At least that is the people.
reRev.
a
S.
J.
Moore,
performed by
THE POTTER CANDY
story current among the Normal folk,
ception will be given in honor of the though nothing official has been learnbride and groom at the Ward residence ed. Dr. Roberta Is
expecting to hear
on Eighth street. This affair promis- from
Miss Lichty some time in the
es to be one of the most brilliant immediate
future, as he does not beweddings that have taken place in Las lieve she would wait
long to inform
Vegas for several years, and will be him of her intention not to return.
largely attended.
Mr. Marsh was in Las Vegas for
J;'-WAeveral months last winter, being
Mrs. Petrita Chavez de Crespin has
the Mountain States Telefiled suit in the district court for a employed by
and
phone
company as reTelegraph
divorce from her husband, Adolfo
At
time he made
lay
that
operator.
She
alleges cruelty and
Crespin.
'L.
abandonment. Mrs. Crespin says the the acquaintance of Miss Lichty. ReMr. Marsh has been workin?
couple were married In, 1904 in hs cently,
In the offices of the Associated Press
THAT
Vegas, and that her husband began
in
Denver.
It is understood he has
treating her cruelly soon after the
marriage. She alleges that Crespin been transferred to a far western state
was indicted and given a year in the and that the young couple decided to
penitentiary in 1907 for an assault be married before his departure. Miss
upon her. He' now resides in Trini- Lichty has been connected with the
dad.
The couple have no children. Normal faculty for three years. She
'
We a.
headMrs. Crespin is employed in the Ike was
for the coming year.
Davis store on the Plaza.
She haa been most successful with her
for
work at the Normal. The Normal folk
State Superintendent of Public
are losing much valuable time from
Alvan N. White will
study in endeavoring to unravel the
the students of the summer mystery of Miss
Lichty's departure.
,
?
.
.
school of the New Mexico Normal
(
University tomorrow morning at 11
CARD OF THANKS
o'clock. The public la invited to hear
We,
the
children of the late Mrs. S.
his remarks, which wM be made in
STRAVDERRIES AND
E. York wish to thank the ministers,
the Normay university. Miss Man-ett- e
the pallbearers, the choir aud the many
Myers, head of the state depart1
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
ment of Industrial education, made friends who sent floral offerings
and
the
so
last
in
kindly assisted
an address this morning before the
'
Normal students. She also addressed sad duties of pmtinjr our dear mother
the San Miguel county teachers' in- to rest. We fe! truly grateful to one
stitute, in company with Superintend" and all for the may marks Of esteem
ent White. Mr. White is making a shown.
JOHN YORK.
tour of the state visiting teachers'
Institutes. The examinations at the
W. L. YORK.
county Institute will occur on Friday
MRS, T. .McCRATH.
and Saturday, marking the complefin.'
E. (1. YORK.
ar
4
14 Ik
8....
Ski
t, 1
i
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ii a E
tion of the work of the term.
E. C. YORK.
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quality in canned fruits

J.
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one-thir-

All members of the Hoke and

LYE-PEELE-

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

At

Last night at the Y. M. C. A. tho
Business Men and the Seniors played
Dont forget the regular (Jiiiico at F.
their third game of boxball, whion
B. Hall tonight. Adv.
resulted in favor of the seniors, who
a score of 2,076 against the 1;
rolled
Try a dram of .Old Taylor
The high
020 of the Business Men.
at the Opera Ba1 Adv.
score of the eveuiug was credited to
the high"Alkali Ike" Thotop'iay theater to- Prentice White with 170, and
est average to Frank McCullough, with
night.
Adv.
153.
The individual averages were:
Seniors Stewart, 125; McCullough.
to
off every153;
White, 151; Noyes, 138; Lindberg,
thing iu the house. Dacharaeh's.
123.
Business Men Tooker 129; DenAdv.
nis, 151; Kraus, 140; Taichert, 125:
Come in while stocks are complete. White, 127.
Everything reduced. Bacharach Tiros.
Adv.
Miss Letha Shumate and A. A,
Jones, a theatrical man who recently
Sunshine State orchestra, Rosenthal located here, have taken a lease on
'
hall, Thursday night. Plenty of rag the ground formerly occupied by the
numbers. Adv.
Cooley building on Bridge street,
which was partially destroyed by tire
Mrs. Simlson will play for dancing last summer. They nave begun the
at the Catholic social tomorrow night. erection of a building to be used by
Adv. a modern motion picture theater. The
structure will be of ornamental
Finch's Golde i Wedding nye, aged brick. On each side of the loooy
In the wood. Direct from the distil will be a small store building which
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course, may be used for cigar stands or confectioners' establishments. The theaAdv.
ter will have an area of 450 square
"Alkali Ike's Home Coming," the feet and will be 17 feet in height inscreamlest scream ever thrown on a side. It will be provided with modscreen. Photoplay Theater tonight. em equipment and will be absolutely
plans for the structure
Adv. fire proof,
were drawn by E. W. Hart. The lots
Miss
Dancing, refreshments and a good are owned by Ludwig Ilfeld.
Las Vegtime, for 25 cents. Music by Mrs Shumate is known to many
Simison. Catholic Ladies' Aid social, ans, having been proprietor of the
Plaza studio for over a year.
O. R. C. hall Thursday night. Adv,
One-fourt- h

Get in Your Order Early

NLWS!

Light automobile lamps at S:03
o'clock this evening.
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The Investment and Agency
Corporation
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AKERY GOODS
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WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES
ARRIVING DAILY SUCH AS
Radishes
Onions
Bunches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes
S ivip

Gieen and Wax Beans
Green Peas
Summer Squash

Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets

fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season

quarters

Gross,

.

Turnips

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers
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